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Congratulations to Dan Thornbury, winner of the
first-ever Heights Sports Poster Contest!
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Office
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Student Services

Registration Calendar
Spring 2009
Graduate/WCASU Registration
Registration begins on Thursday, November 13.
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GSSW Registration

Registration begins at 7:00 p.m. on Monday, November 17,
through Friday, December 5.
Law Registration
Class of 2009 Monday, November 24

Class of 2010 Tuesday, November 25

;

*

ret

Undergraduate Registration
Class of 2009 Friday, November 14, and Monday, November 17
Class of 2010 Tuesday, November 18, and Wednesday, November 19
Class of 2011 Thursday, November 20, and Friday, November 21
Class of 2012 Monday, December 1, and Tuesday, December 2
CSOM (Class of 2009, 2010, and 2011) pick up registration
materials in the Honors Library, second floor, Fulton Hall on
Thursday, November 6, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Class of 2012

should contact their faculty advisors for registration materials.
Before registering, reference the Schedule of Courses available on
October 31, 2008, in Lyons Hall, dining hall level, or visit
http://www.bc.edu/courses to view the Schedule of Courses and
course

descriptions.
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Tonight we proved once more
that the true strength of our
nation comes notfrom the might
of our arms or the scale ofour
wealth, butfrom the enduring
power of our ideals: democracy,
liberty, opportunity, and
unyielding hope.
Barack Obama's victory speech

/ wish Godspeed to the man
who was myformer opponent
and will be my president.
And I call on all Americans
to not despair of our present
difficulties, but to believe,
always, in the promise and
greatness ofAmerica, because
nothing is inevitable here.
Americans never quit. We never
surrender. We never hidefrom
history. We make history.

RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTSSTAFF

Roggie's Brewand Grille was filled to capacity last night when both the College Republicans and the College Democrats attended an election viewingsponsored by the UGBC.

America votes for change

John McCain's concession speech
I

I

Popular Vote

Obama

Obama defeats McCain with
53 percent of the popular
vote, 349 electoral votes
By

152%
46%

Electoral Vote
349
Estimated Turnout:
134 million voters

"This is just a hugepolitical
accomplishment. To defeat the
Clintons and then to go on and
defeat the Republicans? It's
stunning"
Alan Wolfe,
A professor in the political science
?

department

Patrick Gallagher

Heights Staff

At 12 a.m. Eastern time on Wednesday, Barack
Hussein Obama stepped up to the podium in front
of tens of thousands of supporters in Grant Park in
Chicago, and uttered his first words as presidentelect ofthe United States ofAmerica.
"Ifthereis anyone out therewho still doubtsthat
Americais aplace whereall things are possible, who
still wonders if the dream of our founders is alive
in our time, who still questions the power of our
democracy, tonightis your answer."
In the2008 presidential election, which saw over
130million votescast on Tuesday, Obama defeated
Senator John McCain, winning 53 percent of the
popular vote and 349 electoralvotes as of Wednesday night, with Missouri and North Carolina still
tallyingresults.
Obama won in a landslide victory largely on
the strength of victories in traditional Republican
strongholds, such as Virginia and Indiana, as well
as the pivotal swing states of Ohio, Pennsylvania,
and Florida.
After two years of exhaustingcampaigns by both
candidates, Obama emerged as the victor at 11p.m.
Eastern standard time, just as polls were closing
on the West Coast. At the Undergraduate Government ofBoston College's (UGBC) election party at
Roggie's, Obama'ssupporters collectivelyexhaleda
sigh ofrelief as theresults wereannounced, quickly
giving way to chants of "Yes We Can!" All over
campus, celebrations could be heard throughout
the night, cheering the election of the Democratic

senator from Illinois and the first black president
in U.S. history.

With the first polls on the East Coast closing
at 7 p.m., Obamaclaimed early victories in several
NewEnglandstates as well as New York, New Jersey,

NEWS ANALYSIS

The ?How? and ?What now?
of the 2008 election

and Pennsylvania, while McCain took a handful of
southern states, notably Georgia, South Carolina,
andTennessee. The electionturned when the major
networks projected victory for Obama in Ohio, and
just before 11 p.m. in Virginia.
In his victory speech, Obama touched on thehistoricalsignificanceof this election, in which arecord
number ofvoters cast ballots, and how it signified a
change in the current ofAmerican politics.
"It's been a long time coming, but tonight, because ofwhat we did on this date in this election at
this definingmoment, change has come to America,"
he said.
In another sign of the shifting tendencies of
voters, the Democrats picked up five seats in the
Senate as ofWednesdaynight withfour seats yet to
be decided, giving them 56 seats. Democrats were
able to gain 19 seats in the House.
McCain spoke in front of supportersin Phoenix,
Ariz., applauding Obama's victory and calling on
allAmericans to rally behind Obama as the country
attempts to navigate the challenges it faces.
"I urge all Americans who supported me to join
me in not just congratulating him, but offering our
nextpresident our good will and earnest effort to find
waysto come together to find the necessary compromises to bridge our differencesand helprestore our
prosperity, defendour security in a dangerousworld,
andleave our children and grandchildrena stronger,
better country than we inherited," McCain said.
"Whatever our differences, we are fellow Americans.
And pleasebelieve me when I say no association has
ever meant more to me than that."

and aroundthe world watching theresults couldn't
escape the feeling that it was a historicelection.
Everyone from Oprah to McCain noted the momentuousnature ofObama's victory, but perhaps no
one captured the feeling of excitementbetter than
civil rights leaderand Georgiarepresentative John
Lewis, who toldthe WashingtonPost, "I tried tonot
cry, but I did shed some tears. At one point, when
they called the state of Pennsylvania, I knew that
BarackObamawas going to win. I had an out of body
experience. I jumped so high - I was at Ebenezer
Baptist Church - I just embarrassed myself."
Tuesday swept thefirstblack man into office and
the youngestpresident in half a century. It brought
a crop of young kids excited about a new puppy
into the White House, and set off an impromptu
celebration on Pennsylvania Avenue. It brought
over200,000 people into Chicago's GrantPark and
sparked celebrations aroundthe globe.
Amid all the revelry, two sober questionsemerge:
How did we get here? And where do we go from
here?

See Election, A7

See Analysis, A6

Tim Mooney
Heights Editor

By

It was there in the tears of Jesse Jackson, in the
gracious words of John McCain, in the triumphant
crowdsin GrantPark, and in the celebrationsacross
America - this was a night ofgreat moment. And as
BarackObamatracedthe affirmative spirit ofAmerica through the last century in hisvictory speech, the
crowds at Roggie's, in the Mods, in residence halls,

Survivor speaks: ?A crime without words?
By

ALEX TRAUTWIG/ HEIGHTS STAFF

Weitz, one of three remaining Holocaust survivors, spoke at BCfor the 15th time Tuesday.

INSIDE Police Blotter lA2
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Somehow, Weitz's motherobtainedfalse

Sue Byun

For The Heights

papers thatlied aboutWeitz's age so she

Last Tuesday marked the 15th time
Sonia Weitz, one of three remaining Holocaust survivors, has spoken at Boston
Collegeto recount her harrowingexperience. This year, the event was sponsored
by theEmerging LeaderProgram (ELP),
alongwith Hillel, the MentoringLeadership Program, andthe Shaw Leadership
Program.
Weitz, a poet, author, human rights
activist, and educator, hasbeen involved
locallyand nationallyin spreadingawareness of the Holocaust. She works for the
North ShoreHolocaust Centerand serves
on thecouncil ofthe Holocaust Memorial
Museum in Washington, D.C.
She openedthe event with a 20-minute video recounting her Holocaust ordeal.It was always difficultfor her to talk
about the memories ofher parents being
takenaway, she said. Herordeal beganin
1939when the Nazis captured her home
city of Krakow, Poland, and her family
was forced into the crowded ghetto.
The family made a strong effort to
stay together,often cheatingregulations
in order to bypass the selection system.

could stay with her family when the Nazis rounded up the old, the sick, and the
young. "At the time, we didn'tknow that
these people were destined for death,"
Weitz said.
She began to write poetry while in the
camps as a wayof coping. She expressed
her frustrations with the limitations of
language; she said that its normal standards didnot applyto the Holocaust. "It
is a crime without a language," she said.
The night her mother was taken away for
extermination,she wrote a tearful poem
ofwhich she shared a fewlines to the audience. "IpromisedI wouldtell the world,
to speak of six million lips that whispered
help, but never made a sound," she said.
She never saw her mother again.
Weitz and her remaining family were
then taken to a camp called Plashov.
She recalledhow Jewswere lined up and
shot, their bodies falling lifeless into a
ditch. She said that one officer ordered
Jews to run so that he could shoot them
for targetpractice. Others wouldbe torn
apart by dogs. There were daily public
hangings, and Weitz recalled one time
when a littleboy was executedfor singing

Classifieds 185

Crossword | Scene 10

Comics | Scene 11

a Russian song.
Her father and her husband Norbert
were taken away to an extermination
camp called Mauthausen. Later, Weitz
said she discoveredthat her father died
only two weeksbefore the end of World
War 11, just before liberation; Weitz was
eventuallyreunited with Norbert. Of her
84 extended family members, only she,
her sister Blanca, and Blanca's husband
Norbert survived. "It's not a miracle, it's
a tragedy," Weitz said.
After being separated from their father and Norbert, Weitz and her sister
were taken to Auschwitz concentration
camp, where an estimated one million
Jews, Soviets, and Gypsies were exterminated.She said shewould never forget
the smell of burning flesh and hair that
persistently pervaded the camp.
She spoke ofhow she probably would
not have survived without Blanca by her
sidethe entire time. She said theylooked
out for each other while being shuffled
betweenvarious concentration andlabor
camps, and together they survived the
death march from Auschwitz, when the
Nazis were trying to evacuate the camp

See Holocaust, A6
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Across the nation, election

results spark celebration
(AP)
ANJA NIEDRINGHAUS / AP PHOTO

UNIVERSITIES
ON CAMPUS

College students, educators,
turn out in mass for Obama

Center receives $2.9 million in
funding to further research

Data shows that college students, professors, and
others in higher education overwhelminglygave their
support to Senator Barack Obama in Tuesday's election. National exit polls showed that 68 percent of
voters aged 18 to 39 supported the Democratic ticket,
and support for Obama was as strong in battleground
states such as PennsylvaniaandOhio. Senator Obama,
who was a president of the Harvard Law Review and
a lecturer in constitutional law at the University of
Chicago, has deep personal ties to higher education.
Obama'scampaign madeuse of grassrootsnetworksand
the Internet to connect with youth voters, and educators donatedalmost 12 times as much to his campaign
as to John McCain's.

The Center for Retirement Research (CRR) at
Boston College was awarded $2.9 millionin funding
from the U.S. Social Security Administration, the
latest in funds totaling $22.1 million received since
1998.Alicia H. Munnell, directorof the CRR, said to
the reporter that the funds represent "a tremendous
vote ofconfidence in thevalue ofthe center'sresearch
and disseminationefforts." A statement released by
the center said that these funds are particularly significant, as they come at the beginning of a five-year
cycle of funding from the SSA.

- Crowdsdanced in the streets, wept, lifted

their voices in prayer, and brought traffic to a
standstill. From the nation's capital to Atlanta
to Los Angeles, Americans celebratedBarack
Obama's victory and marveledthat they livedto
see the day that a black man was elected president. Jubilationstretchedinto the earlymorning
Wednesday in Washington, where a large crowd
paraded on Pennsylvania Avenue with drums,
balloons, and a life-size cutout of Obama. "I
heard thathe won and I instinctively came here,"
saidHollis Gentry, 45, wholivesabout sixblocks
away. "I came downhere to make a prayer... that
we'llbeableto change the nation andtheworld."
In New York City's Harlem neighborhood,
Thomasina Wright started Wednesday with
a smile. "I'm wayhappy," she said. "It means
that I can tell my seven grandchildren that
they have a chance to be president."

NATIONAL

In a class at Texas A&M Universityat College Station, students in the classCommunicationandPolitical
Blogging have been learning to tell the facts from the
hype by analyzing blogs of all political perspectives.
"As they read and analyze these blogs, they begin to
understand how to separatespin from truth. The really
important thing is for students to be able to evaluate
whatthey'rereading and not take it at face value," Dale
Rice, a lecturer in communication and journalismstudies, told reporters. "There are thousands of political
blogs out there. If you want to be read, you can't just
have another generalpolitical blog. You have to find a
niche." The students had to develop theirown blogs as
part of the class.

The Council for Women of Boston College (CWBC)
marks its fifth active year this year.The council provides
support services for BC female alumni and current students. Susan Thurmond, CWBC executive committee
member, told reporters, "Women engage differently than
men when it comes to contributing. For women, contributing as members of a group with a common objective
- rather than just financially - is very important. The
council is a resource that, for a very long time, has been
needed at Boston College." Kathleen M. McGillycuddy,
boardof trustees member, saidthatfemale alumniwillplay
an importantrole in the University's future, andthe committee works to foster alumni relationships to thatend.

UNDER REPORTED
LOCAL

Obama Girls showed support for

Question 2 passed, state adapts
to relaxed marijuana laws

theircandidate with hula dance
Residents of Obama, Japan, were ready to pull out
allthe stops on Tuesday night to celebrate Sen. Barack
Obama's election to the presidency. "If Mr. Obama
becomes president and gets a chance to visit Japan, we
wouldlike him to visit our city," MayorKouji Matsuzaki
said to reporters. The town has capitalized on its association with the new president-elect, even forming
an "Obama Girls" hula dancing troupe. Obama was a
popular candidate across Japan, not just in the fishing village with which he shares his name. A survey by
the Japanese paper Asahi Shimbun Daily found that 73
percent surveyed favoredthe Democrat.

BOSTON (AP) Massachusetts voters eased marijuana
laws and banned greyhoundracing but decidedto keep
the state's income tax in place. Law enforcement officials, who opposed the ballot measure to eliminate
criminal penalties for possessionof an ounce or less of
marijuana, warned that it would take time to institute
the new law, which goes into effect in 30 days. Those
caught with pot will pay a $100 fine and be forced to
turn over the drug. BarnstableDistrict AttorneyMichael
O'Keefe saidthe state must set up anew system to adapt
to the new law, including retraining officers.
?
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Class teaches students to
analyze blogs, write their own
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good ideafor a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@
bcheights.com. For future events,

e-mail, fax,

or mail a

detailed de-

scription of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.
Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jess Isner, SportsEditor,
at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail sports@
bcheights.com.
JOE CAVARETTA / AP PHOTO

California voters pass
ban on gay marriage
LOS ANGELES (AP) - In an election
otherwise full ofliberal triumphs, the gay
rights movement suffered a stunning defeat as California voters approved a ban on
same-sex marriages that overridesarecent
court decision legalizingthem. The constitutional amendment - widely seen as the
most momentous of the nation's 153 ballot
measures - will limit marriage to heterosexual couples, the first time such a vote
has taken place in a state where gay unions
are legal. Gay-rights activists had a rough
election elsewhere as well. Ban-gay-marriage amendments were approved in Arizona
and Florida, and Arkansas voters approved
a measure banningunmarried couplesfrom
serving as adoptiveor foster parents.

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Jo-

seph Neese,Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have information that requires a

clarificationor correction,

or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.
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Police Blotter
10/30/08 Thursday, Oct. 30
1:56 a.m. - A report was filed regarding
larceny from a vendingmachine.
9:54 a.m.

a

- A report was filedregarding an ill

party who was transported to a hospital.

Friday, Oct. 31
2:46 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a
studentwho was placed under arrest for assault and battery by means of a dangerous
weapon and being a disorderlyperson.

11:44 a.m. - A report was filed regarding
a bicycle that was improperly secured to a
fence. The item was removed at the request
of facility services.
5:51 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a
taxi driverwhowished to report a fare evasion which occured the night before.

Saturday, Nov. 1
12:46 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a
confiscationof alcoholand a false I.D. from
several students.

Voices from the Dustbowl

11/2/08

"What did you do on election night?"

4:41 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a
party who was placedunder arrest at Alumni
Stadium. Sami Sharif, D.0.8. 6/2/1983, of
Chatham, N.J., was arrested and charged
with breaking and entering a motor vehicle
and larceny of a motor vehicle.

0547.
"Iwatched some ofit on television
but Ireally wasn't too involved."

?John Sessa,
CSOM '12

Sunday, Nov. 2

"I watched theelection on TV and
did some homework infront ofit."

2:32 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an
intoxicatedunderage party who was transported to a medicalfacility.

?Robert Alario,
CSOM '12

2:34 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an
intoxicatedparty.
3:03 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an
intoxicatedparty who was takeninto protective custody.

6:46 p.m. - Areport was filedregarding afire
alarm activation. Investigation found that
therehadbeen a fire in a microwave. The fire
was extinguished and the area was vented.
Boston Fire was notifiedand responded to
check the area.

?

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 552-

"I watched theelection
from my apartment while

carrying out the great

American tradition of
consuming Taco Bell at late
hours of the night."
?Charlie Crowther,
A&S '10
"I was in the library and I
watched it on CNN.com."

?Bridget Igo,

CSON '11

"Iwas in the library, too."
?Mandy Sakamoco,
A&S '11

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic yearby
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS

Please send corrections
to editor@bcheights.
com with 'Correction'
in the subject line.
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M' If there is anyone out there who still doubts that America is a place where all
things are possible, who still wonders if the dream of our founders is alive in our
time, who still questions the power of our democracy, tonight is your answer.

And I call

all Americans, as I have often in this campaign, to not
despair of our present difficulties, but to believe, always, in the
promise and greatness of America, because nothing is inevitable herein
on

Students react to election results
Regardless of the outcome of Tuesday's election, the results would have been historical. This year's
presidential election hadthe potential to put either the first black man or the first woman in the White
House. Whether you paint its campus with a red or blue brush, though, Boston College consists of students who have been outspoken about the candidates' merits and shortcomings from the start, and they
surely weren't silent when the election's results were announced Tuesday. This is what BC students had to
say about the campaigns, the election, and our 44th president - Barack Obama.

"I think this year the campaigns were very interesting because it was about who
messed up more. The race was a lot more balanced even afew months ago, and
I think that the outcome is not so much a reflection ofObama's campaign, but
McCain"

"[I'm] in disbelief Every time the pundits said Obama is sofar ahead or Obama's got
this in the bag, well I'm very superstitious... I didn't wantpeople saying that Obama
would win before we heard. I think I canfinally celebrate"
Fadil Aliriza,
'09,
A&S
Washington, D.C.
?

?

Jessie Sobrino,

A&S TO, Maryland

"I thought the campaigns were very typical - too long, too much money spent, too negative,
and toopolitical. Why can 't we stop thepersonal attacks, thepropaganda, and start
focusing on the concrete issues? As much as I loved Joe thePlumber - and believe me, I do
-I'm glad he will no longer be a part of my daily life.
"This hasn't gone the way I hoped, but I'm not entirely
surprised.
This is definitely a historic election we'll see
its significance in the nextfour years'.'

...

?

...

"I votedfor McCain because of his economic policies. The
outcome of the elections isn'tpromising for my party, but
they're justified. I'm supportive of whateverthe country
determines"

JamesLange,

CSOM 10, Nebraska
Studying in Spain

Marc Krupsky,
CSOM 10, Massachusetts
?

?

"/ think [the election of thefirst black

"I like Obama, but I wish he had more
experience ...I like McCain and I don't think
it would be the end of the world if he [had
become] president"

president] is a monumental event in our
history and really reflects how much the
youth vote wanted to make a difference"
?

Jessica McLoughlin,

?

A&S '09, Connecticut

"I'm ecstatic about theresult. America
finally has an opportunity to correct
the wrongs of the Bush administration
and repair its damaged international
reputation.... I didn't vote because I'm
Australian, but if I were American it
would have got me out ofbed early to
beat those lines.... Ifeel very lucky to be in
America at this time"
?

"I can reduce my
medication and start
traveling abroad again"
?

University ofMelbourne 2009
Currently studying at BC

James Gotfredson,

?

Jaime Sweeney,

A&S '12, Rhode Island

"Yes we can!"
?

Leslie Lagomasino,
A&S '09, Florida

"I votedfor John McCain
because I believe in
everything he standsfor."

A&S '09, Connecticut

Kate Collinson,

Matt McDonnell,
A&S '09, Ohio

Obama supporters at
Roggie's at 11 p.m.

"I votedfor McCain because my parents
did and the idea ofspreading the wealth
scared me a little bit.... Thepopular vote
was closer than I'd thought it would be,
but the electoral votes were a bit out of
proportion. I'm pretty much against the
Electoral College in general. Can't say I
didn't see it coming though - because of
damn Palm."
Jason Robinson,
A&S 12, Massachusetts
?

RACHEL GREGORIO / HEIGHTS GRAPHIC
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decidedthis election, Ithink when John
McCainstoodup as Lehman Brothers was
collapsing and said 'the fundamentalsof
our economy are strong' crushed him;
however he meant it, it was at minimum
a poor choice of words, and at worst
election, young people and Latinos were showed just how out of touch he was with
all Obama voters. He really expanded the economy."
the map."
Add to this what Wolfe called "twoof
Young voters in particular were key the biggest political blunders in history"
to the Obama victory, giving him a much by McCain -"notrunning as himselfand
wider margin than they gave Kerry in choosing SarahPalm" - and the doorwas
2004. This election, perhaps more than open for a Democratic victory.
As Chris Scullin, A&S '10, said, "The
any other in recent memory, showed the
contrast between young and old. Mcfact that McCain was so old and was
Cain would have been among the oldest willing to pick her as his vice president
men ever in the White House, whereas
not only showed a flaw in judgment,but
Obama is the youngest since JohnKenmade people genuinely scared to vote
nedyin 1960.McCain in many ways also for him."
Wolfe, however, was quick to caution
represents an older generationofpolitics
- a politics still mired in Vietnam and anyone about underestimatingthe enorthe cultural revolutions of the 19605. mity and significance of the victory won
Obama, by contrast, is too young to have by Obama.
"This is just a huge political accommeaningful positions on many of these
issues, andmade his nameworking on the plishment. To defeat the Clintons and
issues the current generation is invested then to go on and defeatthe Republicans?
in - opposing the war in frag, helping It's stunning. When you look back, it
the environment, and looking for health seems so improbable; Obama even said
care solutions.
as much in his speech last night."
Cory Madigan,A&S '09, saidObama's
WhatNow?
message was the one that connectedbest
with young voters and drove them to the
After a bruising year-and-a-half
polls.
campaign, the electorate has made it"Ithink Obama wonbecause his message really resonated intergenerationally self heard, choosing Obama as the next
in a way that a lot of politicians can't president of the United States. He comes
intooffice sporting a nearly200-electoral
capture," Madigan said. "I think he particularly speaks to a younger generation vote mandate and a heavily Democratic
who are finding ourselves more and more (though not filibuster-proof)Congress.
As is so oftenthe case, analysts willbe
at odds with the older generation - their
frustrationmotivatedthemto get out and lookingto Obama'schoiceofcabinetand
actions in his first 100 days in office to see
express theiropinions."
So how much of this change is bound what sort of tone the new administration
up in the myth, the man, the legend, will take.
Barack Obama? How many voters did
Obama faces tough choices ahead,
saw voting in this election as more than
the "Yes, we can" videos and 30-minute Melnick said.
a civic duty - it was about being a part
infomercials sway? In Melnick's opinion,
"There are two big themes in Obama's
of somethingbigger, a part of something we must approach the issue from two campaign - unity and change," Melnick
RYAN LITTMAN-QUINN, TIM MOONEY / HEIGHTS PHOTO ILLUSTRATION
said, "but he is likelyto find thatin order
historic. The impact of this election will angles.
extendfar beyondthe nextfour years, and
"On one hand, Barack Obama is a to be true to the unity and bipartisanship,
Iknowfor myself, I am proud to havebeen phenomenal speaker," Melnick said. "He he's going to have to go for incremental
inspiredpeople.We alwayssay'You can't policy shifts ratherthan big change, ff he
a part of it."
But perhaps more important than the get out the youth vote,'but he did.He was wants big change, he's going to have to
overallturnout, however,was the increase also ableto put together abiracial coaliforgo bipartisanship. Personally, f hope
in registration, turnout, and voting pattion. Thatrequires extraordinaryskill. He that he will not succumb to the classic
terns ofparticular demographics.
reassured whitevoters while maintaining Democratic constituencies in Congress
R. Shep Melnick, a professor in the his following in the African-American and choose a more centristroute."
One reason he might have more
political science departmentand a former community. It's hard even to judge the
state senator, pointed to two important importance of this because it's never been luck than his predecessors is the slight
Mexico, and Nevada, and even took traAnalysis, from Al
donebefore. No one has really ever even retreat in polarization in the country.
demographicshifts.
come close.
ditionallyRepublican states like Indiana,
Though Melnick noted that even more
"Two big shifts went for the demoVirginia, North Carolina, and Colorado. crats," Melnicksaid. "First, not only dida
The TransformativeEffect ofObama
"On the other had, if you told any moderate Republicans (Chris Shays and
These gains translated into a huge 349higherpercentageofblackAmericansvote economist or political scientist that others) were chased from Congress, the
The United States has been shaped -162 margin in the Electoral College that forBarack Obama(95 percent),but more you would have a very bad economy, an general weakening of the Republican
by so-called transformative elections far outran his52-46 percent victory in the importantly the turnout was extremely extremely unpopular president, and a Party seems likely to allowfor smoother
high among African-Americans. That growing Democratic advantage in regispolicymaking.
- contests at critical periods that have popularvote.
As the Wall Street Journal's Lanny may not be sustainable, but it certainly tration, they would have predicted a vicAs Wolfe said, "I think we will have
radically (though largely peacefully)
shifted the political landscape. These Davis noted, these successes were not helped. The second big change is among tory at least this large. Howcould things polarization, but it will be of a very difelections - 1800, 1860, 1932, and 1980 won from thin air, but rather from the Hispanics.ff thatcould be sustained, that have been worse for Republicans? And ferentkind. The worstpolarizationoccurs
- bear many similarities to the election hardworkofgrassrootsorganizers andthe is a really big deal; if this continues to be yet they still weren't far off 50-50 with when the two poles are relatively equal,
of 2008. They transformedthe electoral Obama campaign itself. As Davis notes, the case, not only will the Democratsbe a candidatethat in many ways alienated becausethenthe country is split downthe
the continuedpresence of HillaryClinton able to hang onto states like New Mexico the party baseand a vice president whom middle.Now it looks like the Republican
map, and featured largeturnouts, big congressional shifts, and exceptionalleaders in the primary season forced the Obama and Colorado, but they may be able to an extraordinarilyhigh numberof people Party is going to be a rump party for a
with the policies and charismato reshape campaign to organize and compete in pick up Arizona and Florida."
while. We are still going to be divided,
thought was incompetent."
traditionallyRepublican areas, laying
the electoral logic of the country.
Alan Wolfe, the director of the Boisi
Asboth Melnick andWolfe noted,the not as deeply."
Obama's success starts with the electhe groundwork for a successful general Centerfor Religionand AmericanPublic economy dominated all other issues in
With that in mind, we look to the futoral map. No president can be elected election campaign.
Life at Boston College and a frequent this election. With theDow plungingand ture - an elementthat was a focal point of
Tuesday's electionwas also about who commentator on American politics, also banks based in places likeNorth Carolina the Obama campaign. As Obamahimself
unless he gets more than 270 electoral
votes. This meant winning states that voted.The demographics in this election pointed out that this election was about and Floridafailing, people were focused said on Tuesdaynight, "This victory alone
Democrats lost to George W. Bush in 2000 markeda key differencefrom 2004. First, more than just redistributing the voters on how the president would handle the is not the change we seek, ft is only the
chance for us to make that change."
and 2004. A comparison of this year's the turnout was higher. An estimated 64 in America from the Republican to the crisis.
results with the electoral map from 2004 percent ofeligiblevoterswentto the polls, DemocraticParty, it was also aboutbringWhat will this change be?Can hemake
Madigansaidthat she feltMcCain lost
it happen?In four years, we will havethat
shows thatObama wonkey victories in the the highest number since at least 1960.
the election on the economy.
ing more people into the process.
swing states of Ohio, Florida, lowa, New
As Rood said, "I think Americans
"Some people think of the political
"If I had to pick one moment that answer. \u25a0
system as frozen," Wolfe said. "To win, you
try to build a political majority by aggregation.But you can also think about it as
expanding.Youngpeopleand immigrants
are the two big sources of expansion in
the electorate, and when you look at this

Obama reshapes
electoral logic

Survivor asks audience to remember Holocaust
Holocaust, from Al
in the face of the Allies' victory.

When Weitz was delirious with typhoid fever, Blanca pinched her cheeks
andproppedher up against a wallso that
she would look healthy and not be taken
to the gas chambers. "She was always
there, supporting me, always finding that
extra piece ofbread," Weitz said.

Despite the fact that such graphic
memories scarred Weitz's mind, historical revisionists try to

deny that the Holocaust

threw potatoes into the cattle cars that
moved Jewsfrom camp to camp. Jokingly,
she asked all those who didn't use their
voice to vote in the presidential election
to leave the lecture room.
Weitz recited another line from a
poem: "I no longer ask where was God,
but where was man instead?" she said.
She said that while she was once very
bitter toward God, she realized that the
Holocausthappenedbecausepeople and
nations failed to takeforceful action to

"They turned their
head away. They were
bystanders, and that
is why I am here. I
want you to think

prevent it.

"They turned their
head away. They were
Weitz showed the aubystanders, and that is
dience photocopies of
why I am here," Weitz
papers documenting the
said. "I want you to think
details of her father's
twice before you turn
your head away. It's the
death, down to his prisoner number and the date
the standing,
twice
you turn watching,
and time of his extermithat really drives me up
nation.
your head away. It's the wall."
was
important
It
for
She said she doesn't
the watching, the
her to show us, she said,
believe the excuses given
because she wanted us standing, that really by former Nazi officers
to see for ourselves that drives me up the wall. - that they were just folthereindeed is proofthat
lowing orders.
the Holocausthappened.
"It is always easy to
Sonia Weitz
"I wish it didn't, but it
follow somebody's idea
did," she said.
no matter how terrible it
In the aftermath of the Holocaust, is. But you don't have to do something
Weitz, Blanca, andNorbert were put into totally against your nature, your judga displacedpersons camp, andremained
ment."
thereuntil they found a distantrelative
Weitz urged the audience to get inin Peabody, Mass., who brought them to
volved, not to be bystanders. She spoke
America.
about what students could do about the
Weitz expressed her frustration that current conflict within the Democratic
after everything the Jews had suffered, Republic ofCongo, which receives little
countries were still veryhesitant to offer media attention due to the myriad nations that benefit from the country's rich
asylum.
"It was always very painful for us to natural resources over which estimated
think that there was no place to go," tens of thousands have already died.
she said.
"There is so much around us that
Throughout the lecture, Weitz spoke needs to be fixed. You can't change it all
of the importance of being proactive. but you can make a difference," Weitz
She spoke of the few brave people who said. \u25a0
happened.

before

?

ALEX TRAUTWIG/ HEIGHTS STAFF

Weitz showed papers documenting the details of her father's death during the Holocaust, proof that the tragedy happened, she said.
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Obama takes ground in conservative states

PHOTOS COURTESY OF JOSEPH ZALESKI AND MADELINE RODRIGUEZ

Boston College students gathered at a UGBC-sponsored event at Roggie's, at an election viewing in O'Neill Library, and at parties in residence halls across campus to view the results of the historic election that took place on Tuesday.
Election, from Al
Analysts are pointing to
Obama's ability to establish
support bases in previously very
conservative parts of the country
as the deciding factor in theelection, in which Obama promised
to erase the traditional battle
lines. He was able to defeatMcCain in eight states that Senator
John Kerry (D-Mass.) lost to
President George W Bush in the

2004 presidential election, and
leads in North Carolina where
the results have yet to be finalized, another state that Kerry
lost in 2004.
Obama scored a victory in
Virginia, where Bush won by
more than 8 percent in 2004.
Even more astonishing was his
win in Indiana, which Bush carried by nearly 21 percent four
years prior. Donald Hafner, vice
provost for undergraduateaffairs
and a professor in the political
science department, attributes
these surprise victories to the
shifting demographicsofAmerican politics.

"The countryfaces formidable
problems andhard choices," Hafner said. "The fact that Obama
gained majority support in what
had been durable red states
should give him some additional
political leverage in confronting
those problems. But those states

could swing back in the congresHafner said. "He combined a
sional elections two years from message with superb grassroots
now, so Obamawill have to move
organization, and in this way, he
briskly with hiskey policies."
enlarged the electorate."
"The major change was the
Josh Darr, founder of BC
increasedlevels of participation Students for Barack Obama
by younger voters and African- and A&S '09, spoke of the sheer
Americans," Hafner said. "If number of volunteers recruited
thatpersists, and I expect it will, by theObamacampaign as being
then more states will become the difference.
"He rewrote the rule book,"
competitive in presidential elections - and comDarr said.
his
petition will spur
"The major change "[Through]
additional voter
use of commuwas the increased
nity organizing
interest."
also
Hafner
levels participation principles -findcreditedObama's
ing volunteers,
voters and training them,
campaign for its by younger
far-reaching efproviding them
forts, attracting
resources,
that persists, and with
and doing that
over three million donors and I expect it will, then
in every county
enabling Obama
- the man has
more states will
proven himto attack states
once thought become competitive in self. It's not just
unwinnable for a presidential elections red states and
Democratic canblue states - he
and competition provedthat."
didate.
"We'velearned will spur additional
Darr also apthe value of camplaudedthework
voter interest"
paign marathons
of BC students
who volunteered
for testing and
for the Obama
sharpening the
Donald Hafner,
campaign in Laskills that a presVice Provost of
conia, N.H., loident needs in
order to govern Undergraduate Affairs
cated in Belknap
effectively - orCounty. While
ganization, thematic focus, the Obama took 54 percent of the
ability to inspire and persuade," vote in the state, his victory in

of

African-Americans.
If

-

?

Belknap County, won by Bush
in 2004, was by less than 400

Political Action committee and
A&S TO, who was on hand at the
votes.
UGBC election
"I know "Ifyou only
on a party at Roggie's
witness the fiBC students
issues, you're to
knocked on that couple
nalresults.
This past fall,
many doors in not reaching your
the past month," potential.
the UGBC has
You want worked with BC
Darr said. "They
can look at New
to try to convince
Republicans and
BC Democrats to
Hampshire and
as wide a group as
be proud of themorganize several
possible to vote
you activities aimed
selves."
The youth in- - you put all
your at spurring students' interest
volvement in this
eggs in one basket, and involvepresidentialelection was a definyou're really taking a ment in the election. Along with
ing element of
risk!'
both campaigns,
holding several
with an increase
voter registraof at least 2.2
tion drives, the
Michael Reer,
million voters President of BC College UGBC also orunder the age of
ganized several
25 since the last Republicans and A&S '09 debate-watching
parties and also
presidentialelection, according to a release from collaborated in a mock debate.
the Center for Information and Through theUGBC initiative, BC
Research on Civic Learning and Votes, about 500 students were
Engagement. According to the registered to vote.
release, the under-25 vote sur"Everyoneshould feel a sense
passed that of voters over the age of accomplishment and pride
of 65, making up f8 percent and for all their hard work in this
16 percent of the totalelectorate, election," Pierro said. "Students
respectively.
throughout the country worked
"Studentsknow thatthis elechard forboth candidates and to
tion did make a difference, and 'get out the vote.' Students realbeing here and being involved izedhow much this electionyear
was important," said Christina
impacts us, especially due to the
Pierro, co-directorof the UGBC economy, and 1 think this was a

of

if

full

for
of

?

Jesuit gives voice to dead

the election process. BC students
really showed their enthusiasm
for this election."
Michael Reer, president of
the BC Republicans and A&S
TO, points to McCain's inability
to expand his campaign beyond
the key issues ofnationalsecurity
and foreign policy as a major
reason for his failure to win the
election.
"If you only focus on a couple
of issues, you're not reaching
your full potential," Reer said.
"You want to try to convince as
wide a group as possible to vote
for you - if you put all of your
eggs in one basket, you're really
taking a risk."
Despite the results of the
presidential and congressional
elections, in which the Democrats gained control of both
the executive and legislative
branches, Reer believes that
students and young adultstoday
have an opportunity to rebuild
the RepublicanParty just as the
youth vote energized Obama's
campaign in the 2008 election.
"It's going to be exciting
- this generation is going to
have a chance to rebuild this
party," Reer said. "We're going to
have the opportunity to be that
mechanism and to really work
with these young Republican
leaders." \u25a0
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Tojeira: ?I felt
pressured to do

85 percent of these violations.
knew that [he] had to tellpeople
Members oftheJesuitcommuabout this."
"By Nov. 17, we had received
nity at the University ofCentral
America(UCA) were"outspoken" so much sympathy from abroad,"
in theirprotests against the abusTojeira said. "There was a real
es of the government,particularly feeling of solidarity."
By Michael Caprio
Tojeira acknowledged the
UCA presidentIgnacio Ellacuria,
S.J., who maintained that the part that Boston College played
For The Heights
combatants must find ways to end in that solidarity. In his lecture,
Yesterday, students, Jesuits, the war through dialogue instead Tojeira thanked former Univerprofessors, and administrators offorce. Ellacuria was amongthe sity President Rev. J. Donald
gathered to listen to Rev. Jose six Jesuits assassinated on Nov. Monan, S.J., for his direct as16, 1989 and was, Tojeira said, sistance immediately following
Maria Tojeira, S.J. as he discussedthe events ofNov. 16,1989. "the main target." "They were the incident. Other members of
On that night, six Jesuit priests goingafter Ellacuria... the others the BC community are also curand their two housekeepers were were just witnesses," he said.
rently involved in the effort to
murdered by Salvadoran agents
Those killed that night inpromote the memory ofthose six
in their home in San Salvador. cluded theJesuit priests: Ignacio
Jesuits and to ensure that these
Tojeira, a Jesuitpriest andpresiEllacuria, S.J., Martin-Baro, actions do not happen again.
dent at the University ofCentral S.J., Segundo Montes, S.J., Juan The Rev. Don MacMillan, S.J.,
America in El Salvador, where Ramon Moreno, S.J., and Joaquin leads a contingent ofstudents to
themurders occurred, recounted Lopez y Lopez, S.J., the houseFort Benning, Ga., every year to
his experiences during those keeper Elba Ramos, and her protest the School of the Americas, now known as the Western
"uncertain times" immediately daughter, Celina Ramos.
A trial in September 1991 Hemisphere Institute for Secufollowing the murders ofhis colleagues, and provided insight confirmed that members of the rity Cooperation (WHINSEC),
into how the martyrs continue
Salvadoran army were respona controversial training facilto "have a voice, even after they sible for the murders, with the ity for Latin American soldiers
are dead."
convictions of commanding offiwhich graduated several of the
soldierswho performed the 1989
With the help of translatorM. cer Col. GuillermoAlfredo BenaBrinton Lykes, a professor in the vides Moreno and Lt. Yusshy murders.
"After the murder of Oscar
counseling, developmental, and Rene Mendoza Vallecillos. Both
educational psychology departwere found guilty ofmurder and Romero andthe six Jesuits, I rement, Tojeira made it clear that sentenced to 30 years in prison, ally started to tap into what was
the Jesuits killed in El Salvador but were granted amnesty in going on with this issue, then
were vocal in their protests ofthe
1993. Six other soldiers pleaded when I came to BC I felt preshuman rights violations perpeguiltyin the same trial and were sured to do something and
since then it's a movement that
trated by the government. "The immediatelyacquitted.
Tojeira said that it is imporchurch is called to help the poor
has been growing," MacMillan
and to provide peaceful paths to tant to remember the mission said. Students are also eager to
liberation the Jesuits strongly these Jesuits diedfor. "These [Jeget involved.
suits] used the Christian path to
AndrewPattison, a memberof
challenged the military government andthat is whytheywere put power in the hands ofthose at this year's contingent and A&S
killed," Tojeira said.
the baseof society... and we need '11, said that this is a "very ima world in which we can achieve
portant social justice case it's
At the time of the Jesuit assassinations, the country of El the basic needs for allthe poor," one ofthe only opportunities we
Salvador was in the midst of a Tojeira said.
students have to fight for social
civil war that began in 1980 and
"He was not afraid to let it justice on American soil, and we
would continue until 1992. The be known that the only way to should take advantageof it."
BC's ties to this cause are
war, in which over 75,000 citizens peace was through negotiations,"
were killed, was fought between Tojeira said ofEllacuria and the explicit; Ignacio Hall on Lower
the forces of the Farabundo other priests. "The other priests Campus, for example, bears the
Marti NationalLiberationFront also, like Baro, who was very infirst name oftwo of those Jesuits
(FMLN), andthe right-wing milivolved in the media, were saying killed in 1989 and is dedicated
tary government of El Salvador. thatwe neededto defend human to the six Jesuits and two women
killed that night.
According to the TruthCommisrights of the forgotten and marTojeira said, "It is important
sion, an organization established ginalizedpeople, and that the
army was the main perpetratorof
afterthe war dedicatedto uncovto be critical our goal should
ering human rights violations in the violations the army hated be to create leadership that is
El Salvador,22,000 humanrights that," Tojeira said.
not onlypolitical, but also moral.
violations were registered during
What we can take from the lives
Tojeira recalled being only 40
the years 1980-1992. The Salvameters awayfrom the scene ofthe of the six martyrs is that what
doranright-wing governmentwas murder when he heard the gunwe really need is to build a more
later found to be responsible for shots and that he "immediately 'human culture.'" \u25a0
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Externships gain popularity
By Jocelyn Rousey

For The Heights
The Boston College externship
program, a relatively new addition to the services offered by the
Career Center, is rising in popularity as students look to bolster
their resumes in the tighteningjob
market.
The program, shorter than an
internship but more hands-on, is
designed to be a shadowing experience for students looking to get
a feel for what day-to-day life is
like in a particular industry. "It's
more than the coffee-fetchingand
administration tasks involved in
an internship," said Tim Manning,
one of the graduate students in
charge of the externship program.
Applicants to the program apply
in October and, if accepted,spend
one to five days over winter break
shadowing their sponsors, usually
BC alumni. Externs accompany
their sponsors throughout their
day, attend meetings, and even
complete small projects for the
company.

Unlike an intern, though, externs receive no compensation or
credit,just the experience.And despite the shortnessof the program,
that experience is still invaluable.
"Any exposure is good," Manning
said. When a student gives up
part of his or her winter break for
an uncompensated opportunity,
it demonstrates a sincere interest
in the industry, he said. Often, an
externship can provide a foot in the
doorwhen applyingfor internships
in much the same way that internships can lead to real job offers.
It is no surprise then that more

and more students are participating in externship opportunities

across the country. At BC, there
has been a marked increase in the
program's popularity in the few
short years since its conception.
In today'sweakeningeconomy and
theresultinghighlycompetitive job
market, students are counting on
such programs to strengthen their
resumes and make them more viable candidates for a dwindling
number of job offers. Alternatively,
students are capitalizing on the

opportunity is still catching on
among students. Banners in front of

Corcoran Commons and the fliers
around campus help promote the
program. "I first heard about it in
an e-mailfrom the Career Center,
and then I looked on theirWeb site
for more information," Watkins
said. That some studentsrecognize
theprogram by name, though, does
not mean they have considered
participating.

"I've heard the name, but it
program's emphasis on experiencing the day-to-dayworkings in an doesn'tmean anything to me," said
industry totest the waters. "Iwant Jasmine Howard, A&S '11.
to make sure I don'tget lockedinto
The student body's spotty
doing something that I wind up knowledge of the program can be
hating. I really like that I'd get to attributed in part to the fact that
explore a career that interests me the program itself is aimed at juandfind out whatit's like first hand niors and seniors, those students
before I decideif that's something next in line for entering the work
I'd be interested in pursuing," said force.
Maggie Watkins, A&S '09, who apManningalso noteda recurrent
difficulty the program has faced:
plied to the program this fall.
But because of the increased "There'san image thatthe externnumber of applicants, there is ship program is only for CSOM and
the perpetual worry among BC business students," he said.
students that there might not be
In actuality, the program has
enough externships to go around. placed externs in fields ranging
Manning said the team at the from baking to government and, as
Career Center uses "lots and lots the program continues to grow, the
of phone calls and e-mails" to Career Center staffhopes to place
find sponsors for every applicant, students in continuouslymore varmaking full use of BC's extensive ied environments. Likewise, while
alumni network. Manningpraised externships in previous yearshave
the BC alumni network's willingbeen based solely in Boston, this
ness to help, as well as its extensive
year. NewYorkCitywillplay host to
networkofconnections. "BC alums a number of BC externs as well.
remember how hard it was when
In general, the extern program
theyfirst graduated andhow much has gotten verypositive feedback,
theyappreciated a phonecall made Manning said. Because the whole
program is networked through BC
on their behalf," Manning said.
But iffinding placementsfor all alumni, there'slittletroublefor the
their applicants isn't enough of a employers who host externs. Meanworry for the Career Center staff;
while, students gain the experience
there are also the classic upstart that, theyhope, will put them one
difficulties to consider. As with step ahead of their peers in the
any new program, BC's externship job search. \u25a0
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?Joint? consideration
in wake of Question 2

"The ballot is stronger than the bullet."
?Abraham Lincoln

THE ISSUE: Massachusetts voters decriminalize marijuana
WHAT WE THINK: Law changes context of disciplinary action
What do parking in a red zone and that there is no University fine for the
smoking a jointhave in common? Ev- first offense, whereas therewouldbe for
erything, legally speaking, according a first offense off campus, somewhat
to the newly passed Question 2. The offsets the steeperfines for subsequent
proposition, which an overwhelming offenses. Still, there is a discrepancy
65 percent of voters approved Tues- between the $300 one would pay for
day, would make Massachusetts the three infractions off campus versus
12th stateto decriminahzepossession the $700 fine and possible University
of quantities of marijuana less than dismissal for three violations of the
same nature on campus.

an ounce.

While the law still needs to be
BC has consistently expressed
reported to the Massachusetts Govits wishes to hold students to a high
ernor's Council and could still be behavioral standard, and as a private
repealed or amended by the state school, it is its prerogative to instate
legislature, its passing represents a tighter regulations than those mandated by the state. But when voters
stark shift in the attitudes and policies governing marijuanapossession. statewide have so strongly voted to
The law does not change the existing decriminalize marijuana, it behooves
state penalties for growing, traffickBC to consider how this changed
ing, or driving under the influence of mindset might be incorporated into
its policies. At the very least, students
marijuana, but it does mean smalltime users need no longer fear arrest. could benefit from a discussion on
Like a parking ticket, possession of how the new law will be integrated
marijuana will not appear on any into existing Universitypolicy, or how
criminal record, and violators would the administration may respond on
only be subject to a $100fine for each campus to offenses committed by its
infraction.
students off campus. Other universiWhen state law changes with retiesnationwide (Xavier University for
gard to an issue regulated by the auexample) have had to contend with
thorities at Boston College, it seems similar changes to state laws, and
appropriate that BC policy should their willingness to adapt policies
be reexamined as well. Currently, the to reflect new law should serve as an
matrix calls for housing probation example to BC.
and attendance of a substance abuse
Possession of marijuana and
program for marijuana possession underage drinking both used to be
in a "small amount." Secondary and punishable by arrest under Mastertiary offenses carry fines of $200 sachusetts state law. Now that can
and $500, respectively, with Univeronly be said for underage drinking.
sity probation, suspension, and/or As state law changes to lessen the
dismissal.
severity ofpunishment for an offense,
Thesesanctions clearly do not cor- it seems only fitting that BC should
relate with the new state law, but they consider a complementary change
are not that far afield either. The fact in policy.

Thoughts on kindling
the Holy War
THE ISSUE: Notre Dame comes to town for sports showdown
WHAT WE THINK: Support the Eagles and be good sports

LUCIABENAVIDES / HEIGHTSILLUSTRATION

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
BC working to address fair labor practices for products
The Heights article "Sweatshop Products Protested" in
the Oct. 30 editionwarrants a response thatconveys Boston
College'spositionregarding its licensed apparel andthe newly
conceived Designated Supplier Program(DSP).
As a Jesuit,Catholic university, BC has always approached
the issue offair labor rights and the monitoring of where
BC-licensed products are produced with the serious attention it deserves.
BC, through its campus licensing program, has been a
memberof the Fair LaborAssociation (FLA), WorkersRights
Consortium (WRC), and Collegiate Licensing Company
(CLC) for many years, and has workedwith these groups to
support codes of conduct regarding fair labor and workers'
rights that are consistent with the policies of the University.
In addition, the University's managing bookstore partner,
Follett, and product suppliers that are licensedthrough CLC
have consistent codes of conduct policesrelating to sweatshop and fair labor rights. As aresult, the University works
directlythrough the FLA and WRC to monitor, report, and
react formally to any code violations.
The intent of the newly conceived DesignatedSuppliers
Program is to takefurther controlof the manufacturingand
monitoring system by moving licensedproducts to a limited
number of manufacturers who set code and worker wages.
The problem, as many who havereviewed the program have

This weekend marks one of the

important Eagles of all time: Doug

Flutie. Come celebrate a living BC

Roman Catholic parties since the
Council of Trent. Students from
Catholic, public, private, and preparatory schools across the nation
will be turning their eyes to the
hockey rink and football field to
see two of the best universities in
the United States square off with
some of the best athletic squads in
the country.
Priests, teachers, intellectuals,
and every alumnus in between will
have a chance to wear their maroon
and gold or blue and gold on Friday
and whistle "For Boston" or the
"NotreDame Victory March" all the
weekendlong. Sound a trumpet, for
the Holy War has descended upon
Chestnut Hill once again.
Not only do we have the privilege
of witnessing a football rivalry that
makes Holy Cross blush, but we are
also able to host the Fighting Irish
hockey team at Kelley Rink in arematch of last year's national championship game.
This is theweekend youwrite home
about. But aside from taking pride in
our football and hockey teams, these
next few days afford us the opportunity to take pride in our University
and ourselves as students at Boston
College.
You can start by attending the pep
rally on Thursday in O'Neill Plaza.
Coach Jeff Jagodzinski and coach
JerryYork will be there with our boys
at 6 p.m., so you should be there at
5:45. On Friday at 2 p.m. at Gate D
of Alumni Stadium, there will be a
statue dedication for one of the most

institution.

The

Revel wisely and with dignity,
for Proverbs 20:1 reads, "Wine is a
mocker, strong drink a brawler, and
whoever is led astray by it is not wise."
While you may have the temptation
to brag in the coming days, we urge
you to exerciserestraint for it is written "Do not boast about tomorrow,
for you do not know what a day may
bring" (Proverbs 27:1).
We must be gracious in both victory and defeat, although we pray it
is the former.
Finally, at the games themselves,
come early and come ready, because
we must cheer louder, stay longer,
and celebrate better than a Notre
Dame fan could ever hope, for "we
are BC."
And when we chant this at the
game, let it be understood that the
cry is in vain if we fail to act like the
ladies and gentlemen becoming ofour
University.

We not only represent ourselves
this weekend, but also our school,
our administration, our parents, the
Society of Jesus, and everyHeights man both living and deceased. So
whenthe last puck has been shot and
the last ball snapped, as we stand
in unity with the BC faithful in the
stands and on the turf singing our
Alma Mater, let it be remembered
that teams may lose or win and
rivalries may die, but once an Eagle
always an Eagle, and a sporting
event will not ever take that away
from us.
Beat the Irish.
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Print Bucks not enough for students

Knapp won the race!

There hasbeen much disagreement
the implementation of the Print
Bucks in O'Neill Library and how 500
pagesis simply not enough. It is not the
student's faultwhenprofessors instruct
thatreadings on Course Reserves should
be printed and brought to class.
It is not the student's fault that
the professor strongly suggests
printing out lecture slides, as that
information is going to bewhat their

While I appreciated the great article
Ryan Knapp submitted in his coverage of
this year's "Welles Remy Crowther Red
Bandanna 5K Run," I have to say that I
was disappointed in what was omitted.

over

most important meetings between

argued, is that this well-intentionedconsolidation could
have negative consequences, includingviolationof anti-trust
regulations andeliminationof jobs andmanufacturingplants
in areas where these jobs are crucial to the local economy.
Approximately one month ago, I met with BC students
to discuss thepossibility ofBC signing on to theDesignated
Suppliers Program. As we discussed, the letter of review
regarding the DSP that was submittedby the WRC to the
Justice Department was withdrawn due to anti-trust issues
regarding the program. The letter may be resubmitted for
colleges and universities to consider as early as this spring,
but at this time, signing onto the DSP is not something we
can consider until the issue of anti-trust is resolved.
We all seek the same goal - to be a part of a collegiate
campus licensing program that guarantees workers' rights
while meeting theneeds of the community we serve. We will
continue to monitor the issue and work with the various
associations and our students to ensure that this important
goal is met.

tests are on.

Of course the easy solution is to
do away with this policy altogether,
but since that is unlikelyto happen,
the library must change this policy
to achieve its goals. It was employed
to cut down on wasted paper; how-

ever, students are printing as much
as they were before, only now they
are being charged for excess. The
system must be changed so that
when students print doubled-sided,
theyareonly charged with using one
sheet of paper, not two, therefore
promoting the cut down on wasted
paper.

This is unfair and contradictoryto
why thepolicy was put in place at all.
Inconvenience is an understatement
when one is already down to 50 pages
halfway through the semester.
Eric Raffin
A&S '10

Dan Ponsetto
Director, VSLC

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Reprinting reader comments from bcheights.com, The Online Buzz draws on the
vibrantonline community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.

In response to McCain would put country first; Obama
won't" by Michael Reer
Nidia Fevry said: I would like to mention that at the state
of our current economic affairs, we do not need someone
who is less than a perfect choice for president "right now."
I am currently studying abroad and have noticed an overwhelming supportfor Obama. For right now, Ithink we need
a president that will re-elevate our declined position in the
worldafter eight years of a failedpresidency thatyou had so
laboriouslycampaigned for.
In response to "Athleticsboosts reputation"by DavidKete
J said:Definitely disagreewith thewhole premise of this
article. I don't think the writer is being honest with self or
others, and is trying to paint a pretty picture over what has
been a pretty bad year for the athleticsprogram. To me, the
athletics program has been a scar on this school, thinking

mostly about thefootballteam here, but others are to blame,
as well.
All this "recent success" has done is fill the school with
half-witted, half-committedstudents, create a non-academic
culture among athletesand non- athletes alike, get money for
the school (but, from which the faculty and undergraduate
and graduate non-athletes see zero or almost zero return).
All of this just feeds into my realizationthatBC is a school
that is trying to publicly project itself as a Jesuit academic
community, while in fact it is a money-grabbing institution
that is losing thebattlebetweenbeing an institution oflearning andbeing a punch line to a joke. "We won'tsacrifice this
for success" What about having criminals on your football
team?f s somethingnot sacrificedthere?A schoolthat strictly
enforces parietalrules while having three or more accused
criminalson its footballteam in one year, to me at least, does
not demand respect.

READERS NOTE:

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.
The Heights reserves theright to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor@
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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Sure, he captured the enthusiasm of the
volunteers who made the event happen,
the wonderful spirit of the many runners
who came out on an early Saturday morning, and the touching contribution that
the Crowther family always brings to the
event. But he completely - and I suspect
intentionally- neglected a very important
part of the story.
Ryan won the race!
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Thumbs
Up
Election Edition
Barack Obama - After a
long and arduous campaign,
Barack Obama emerged
on top. His charisma,
discipline, and magnetism
pulledtogether a coalition
ofvoters thatlooked
distinctly different from any
other in history. Defeating
the Clintons and the
Republicans seemed unlikely
from the start,but by force
of argument and force ofwill,
Obamasaid "Yes,we can" to
one of the most remarkable
politicalaccomplishments in
history.
John McCain - TU / TD
was nearly brought to tears
by the gracious words of
John McCain. Perhaps no
one understood or captured
the transformativenature
of Tuesday's electionbetter
than McCain. His message
of unity and conciliation
was a public service to the
country. This is a good man
who has given much for his
country - a man many of
us might have votedfor.
Where has he been for so
long?
Jesse Jackson - Few
sights were more moving
on Tuesday than the tears
of Jesse Jackson, shed
after a lifetimeof working
tirelessly to bring blacks
and whites together.
Though he was slow to back
Obama, Jackson's emotion
betrayed the enormity
of this election on the
future of blackand white
America.
CNN - Wolf andAnderson
kept us entertained with
their sweet touch screen,
cautious but appropriate
projections, andfocused
coverage, fn terms ofratings
and dollar signs, we suspect
CNN won in a landslide.
Puppies - TU / TD would
never miss an opportunity to
give a thumbs up to puppies.
Not only did dog racing come
to an end in Massachusetts,
but according to the Obama
victory speech, a lucky puppy
somewhereout there will be
the next First Dog.

Thumbs
Down
Ted Stevens - Ted Stevens
has again proved that old
habits (and old people)
die hard. Despite being
convicted on corruption
charges, Stevens appears
to have been elected by a
tight margin by the people
ofAlaska. Sowhat if he took
some money for political
favors - he helped make
Alaska a state (seriously, he's
that old).
Sarah Palm - We can't help
ourselves. After listening
to herbumble through
interviews, spew vitriol at
rallies, and bombard us with
Joe Sixpack references, we're
as ready as Tina Fey to see
Palmhead back to Alaska.
Though she was a polarizing
figure in this election, we
can't help but think we
haven't heard the last from
Sarah.
Michelle Obama's victory
dress - Michelle Obama's
red and black dress
clashed with her normally
tastefulstyle (and that of
her adorable daughters).
Maybe she should take
some lessons from Sarah
Palm and head for Neiman
Marcus with the party credit
card.

JAE C. HONG / AP PHOTO

President-elect Barack Obama acknowledgesthe crowd at his victoryrally on Tuesdayin Grant Park in Chicago. An estimated 200,000 people showed up to celebrate his victory.

Toward the dream of
Brendan Benedict
It's finally over. What Jon Stewart
christened as "The Long, Flat, Seemingly
EndlessBataan DeathMarch to the White
House" actually ended. In spite of the
finality of the decision, theroadside campaign signs, angry Facebookstatuses, and
holographicCNN pundits won'tfadefor a
few weeks. But will the partisanbickering
continue, or will President-elect Barack
Obama unite us?
John McCain and Sarah Palm brought
an unprecedented amount ofnegativity to
the election. In fact, for a ticket running
under the mantra of "Country First," the
Republican candidates did little in the
ways of uniting. They heldrallies in "Real
Virginia" and "pro-Americaplaces."
They questioned Obama's patriotism

because he didn't wear a flag lapel pin
24/7. Palm suggested that Obama "pals
aroundwith terrorists" and"does not put
Americafirst." Many clueless Americans
claimed that Obama was a socialist or a
Muslim. What's even worse is the prejudice against Muslims that the campaign
intensified - so whatifhe is Muslim? Does
that make one unfit to be commanderin-chief?
Thingsquickly got scary. The crowdsat
rallies hurled curses and threats through
the air. Several men from pro-America
places were arrestedin aplot to decapitate
blackleaderswho wouldultimately end in
an assassination ofObama.What spooked
me most was how anger crept up around
me. After the results, many made threats
to move to Canada (obviously the conservative capital of the world), but more
seriously made an issue out of a middle
name and a skin tone.
How divided are we? The pundits kept
bringing up the Bradley effect and making
race evenmore of an issue than it was. But
the sleaze and slander didn't stick - we
Americans are rubber, and we respondedby

Ditch the labels
Danielle Corea

Yesterdayf hadthe privilege ofengaging in a veryintriguing dialoguewith a fel-

low student about politicalpigeonholing.
While I have always consideredmyself to
be an independent,people have the misconception that I am "conservative"because of my stance on one issue, f can't tell
you how many times I haveheard choruses
of "Youcan't base your vote on one issue!"
To respond to therecent articletitled "Vote
on the Big Issues"(Oct. 23), I consider
some issues to be deal-breakers. I think
you can probably guess the issue to which
I'm referring. I'll give you a hint: It starts
with "ab" andends in "ortion." Yup, that's
right, I've said it - right out in the open.
I'llbet you think that I wouldbe enthused
to see Palm's cute littlefootsies sticking up
on the desk in the OvalOffice.
f want to know why the anti-abortion
stance is even denoted "conservative."
What if I argued that the anti-abortion
stance is not conservative at all? Think
of the meaning of the word conservative:
"maintainingthe status quo." Think for
a minute about the history of the human race; ours is a tradition of war and
violence, ff abortion is murder, then, by
advocatingprotection for the lives ofthose
who have not yet been born, you wouldbe
a radicalthinkerbecause you are fighting
against allformsofmurder. Since, according to the Population Resource Center,
there have been 46 milliondeathsresulting from abortion, you wouldbe fighting
against the largest humanrights violation
of our time: a silent holocaust.
Further, let's think about thedefinitionof
"liberal." To say that this word is exercised

liberallywouldbe a bad pun; still, it is true.
I have heard this word thrown about to
describe anything from clothing to culture
- from "social"issues to "political"issues. If
"conservative"means "maintainingthe status quo," thenlet'sdefine "liberal" to mean
"countercultural."If onewereto match their
beliefs regarding abortion to their views on
abstinence, then,as Harvardstudentleader
JanieFredell asserts, he or she mightbe one
of the most radical students. If you choose
not to engage in sexual activity, then you
are in the minority of your culture - you are
counterculturaland thus "liberal."
As my final argument, I would like to
cite another recent conversation with adifferent student. While serving in 4Boston,
our group got into apoliticalconversation.
One student meekly prefacedhis position
with, "Guys don'thate me. I'm part of
the College Republicans." The poor guy
was so afraid thathewouldbeattackedand
judged. How dare he enter a soup kitchen
with "conservative" ideals. He certainly
could nevercare about the disenfranchised
if he is a Republican. I kept asking myself,
why should this student feel as though he
has to apologizefor his beliefs? Who are
we to judge his values?
I'm not trying to shove my issues down
anyone'sthroat, but if there's one person I
do judge,it's the self-righteous person who
lends a blind eye to the gray areas. I am just
an irritated English major who is tired of
peoplecontinuallymisusing words, casting
labelsaroundlike stones. You should catch
yourself in the act of judging before you
declare someone "judgmental." And, in the
future, please don't call me conservative.

...

DanielleCorea is a junior in theLynch School
ofEducation.

FROM HERE TO RESERVOIR

BY SAL CIPRIANO

?One America?

making history. A country that had slavery
a century and a half ago, one that finally
enfranchisedits citizens 40 years ago, and
one that even until ElectionDay continued
to make race an issue, electedthe first Afri-

There were murmurs of "only in America"
back in 2004, but now it's something to be
shouted and praised.
We millions of Americans always put
country first. We love our nation; we're
proud to be Americans. We all lost some
friends on Sept. ft, we alllost some money
in this economy, but we have persevered.
We shouldallfeel proud in electing Barack
Obama. Every state, everycity, everytown
and hamlet, is pro-America. From sea to
shining sea, we spoke loud and clear and
heard the words of our president-elect:
"There is not a liberal America and a
conservative America - there is the United
States ofAmerica. There is not a black
America and a white America andLatino
America andAsian America - there's the
United States of America."
And through his defeat, JohnMcCain's
candidacy assured one thing: We put
country first, f encourage those still sulking to do the same.

can-Americanpresidentin its history - and
for theright reasons. The tanking economy,
the never-endingwars, the invasion ofcivil
liberties, the health care crisis, the energy
debacle,and decliningeducationprompted
voters to embrace change.
People waited for hours in the heat
and cold, in lines that stretched around
corners and through parking lots. The
networksshowed clips of Baptist churches,
rural high school gyms, andTimes Square
- people always screaming and cheering.
There were elderly African-Americans,
crying in joy that this happenedin their
lifetime.People of every race and religion
all throughout the world celebrated this
victory; they took to the neighborhoods,
dancing in the streets, rejoicing in our
decision.
Finally, we can earn some dignity in Brendan Benedict is a Heights staff columthe world again, and hold our heads high nist. He welcomes comments at bbenedict@
in the tailwind of the American Dream. bcheights.com.

Finding the words
on a normal conversation with her.
What truly concernsme thenis whether
we really plan to graduate our researchers,

JOCELYNROUSEY

Logophile that I am, I'm one of those
weirdoswho actually enjoys writing. I don't
mind writing a 10-page paper; it's a party as
far as I'm concerned.Tobe honest, the only
timeapaper proves detrimentalto my mood
is when I'm sitting in front of a computer
screen tryingto help someone else with their
own 10-page paper. As a tutor, struggling
to find a constructive way of saying "nice
try" without adding "but neverever try ever
again" is a sadly common occurrence.
As such, I'm thankful when midterms
wrap up. With fewer essays to look over, I
canreturn to my happy delusion thatBoston
College studentsdon'tpropagate thefailing
reputation ofU.S. students in comparisonto
their international peers. Seems like every
year we read new reports on U.S. students
ofall ages laggingbehindtheirinternational
counterparts in the math and sciences.
But as far as I'm concerned, it's not the
math and science that matters, despite the
attention those subjects get in the internationalrankings. Instead,it'sthe writing that's
important. I've got an acquaintance at Harvard afflicted with the dreaded"Like Tick."
It's nearlyimpossibleto follow anything she
says; you're too distractedby the torrent of
"likes" she manages to inset into a single
sentence. Nowof course, attendingHarvard,
she's bright as a button, that's a given. You
would just never guess as much whilecarrying

our physicists, and our big-time business
executives from some of the most academically prestigious institutions in our
country if they lack the communication
skills necessary to hold their own in the
internationalcommunity.
OurGPAand GRE scores don'tfollowus
around in real life. We don't wear them on
our nametags or boast them in our e-mail
signatures. Ourvalue as employees is determined solelyby the eloquence with which we
speak and the conciseness of our reports.
We could discover the cure for cancer,
and it won't count for anything if we can't
adequatelyrelayhowwe didit. We could discover anew wayto clean up the atmosphere
and put a stop to global warming; but if we
don'tselltheideawell enough,we might not
foster the sort ofinternationalcollaboration
necessary for the plan to work.
Granted, writing is arguably more difficult to teach andevaluate than, say, math.
In math you memorize some formulas,
applythem to the problem, and come out

with one concrete right-or-wrong answer.
Onlyin the upper echelonsofmath studies
(far beyond thelevel at whichthe internationalrankings are established) does that
process become more creative.
Writing, by comparison, is ridiculously
subjective. The challenge, and ultimate

absurdity, offinding "just the right word"
is what I, personally, find appealingabout
thewholeprocess. When it all comes down
to it, whetheryou win your case or get your
dreamjobdependssolely on how well you
sell your argument. Communication is
a game with no right or wrong answers;
winners are determinedby who got their
point across the most efficiently.
Our attention,then, given the rapid-fire
communication environment of our day,
should reallybe on writing. Let's ignore the
math and science rankings for once (to which
my own dismal performancein the subjects
likelynever contributed much) and turn our
attention to where it really matters.
All you have to do is look to our recent
presidentialelectionto see theresults ofeffective communication (in the end, it doesn't
matter whose health care plan is better or
whose tax policies produce the most revenue, just who can sell their platform the
best); that alone shouldindicatethe importance, even urgency, with which we oughtto
treat our communication education.
Jocelyn Rousey is a Heights staff columnist. She welcomes comments at jrousey@
bcheights.com.
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Do you consider the word "motivated"

understatement?
We thought so.
an

It's time for your hard work to pay off within an organization that was once again named one of BusinessWeek's 50
Best Places To Launch A Career. We offer a collaborative, inclusive culture. With customizable careers, professional
development, and benefits. And a commitmentto community, the environment, and making time for family.
It's your future. How far will you take it?

\u25a0

For an electronic information packet, text "BC" to 78573.
Visit us on the web at deloitte.com/us/bc.

Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries are an equal opportunityemployer.
About Deloitte
Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, a Swiss Verein, and its network of member firms, each of which is a legally separate
and independententity. Please see www.deloitte.com/about for a detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu and its
member firms. Please see www.deloitte.com/us/about for a detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries.
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Copyright © 2008 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved

IF YOU CAN'T KEEP YOUR BABY
YOU CAN KEEP YOUR BABY SAFE!

Hi

»m_.

The Safe Haven Act of Massachusetts allows a parent to leave a newborn infant 7 days old or
younger at a hospital, police station, or manned fire station without facing criminal prosecution.

We have leading-edgeNursing career opportunities that offer all of the following:

You're not Alone.

?

Nurse Residency Program that includes classroom, laboratory, human patient
simulation and clinical time on one's unit.

?12 weeks orientation

I

pf Baby Safe Haven
www.BabySafeHaven.com

866-814-SAFE( 7233)

?

State-of-the-art interdisciplinary Patient SafetyTraining Center

?

An assigned preceptor

Dartmouth-HitchcockMedical Center is located in the picturesque UpperValley areaon the
border of New Hampshireand Vermont. Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center features a modern,
400-bed Level 1 Trauma Center; the Children's Hospital at Dartmouth,research and clinical
facilitiesfor Dartmouth Medical School and the NCI designated Norris Cotton Cancer Center.
Contact us to make that next step in your career.

www.lifeworkshere.org
We are an equal opportunity employer.
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"Before giving, I
always look for the
Humane Seal."
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The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient
services or life-saving» medical
i~
research, but never animal experiments.
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Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
harming animals.

i

H

Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.

www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
ADMINISTERED BY PHYSICIANS COMMITTEE FOR RESPONSIBLE MEDICINE

Pre-Season Hoops: Boston College Men's Basketball in Action
Don't miss this opportunity to
watch the Men's Basketball team
battle it out in their final intersquad scrimmage. For the first time
ever, Coach Al Skinner is opening
the doors for students to watch this
fiercely fought contest that will set
the tone for another year of ACC
basketball as the regular season
kicks off only a week later. Get the
BC spirit warmed up on Notre Dame
Weekend and join us in Power Gym
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WHEN: Saturday, November 8 from 10:00 AM to Noon
(Doors open at 10:00, Scrimmage tips at 10:15)
WHERE: Power Gym (located in the North Side (Plex Side) of Conte Forum)
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Election Central

inthe

News
Politics
\u25a0

Along with the announce-

ment yesterday of a transition team, President-elect

Barack Obama has offered
the post of White House
chief of staff to Representative Rahm Emanuel (D-I1L).
Emanuel is chairman of the
Democratic caucus.
\u25a0 California voters have adopted a constitutionalamendment banning same-sex marriage, the Associated Press
reported yesterday. The ban
also passed in Florida and

Arizona.
Science
\u25a0 Japanese scientists have
produced clones of mice that

have beendead andfrozen for
16 years. Until now, scientists
have only produced clones
fromliving cells. This development could leadresearchers to
resurrect long-extinct species,

such as the mammoth.
\u25a0 Research at the Climatic
Research Unit at the UK's
University of East Angliademonstratesfor the first time that
anthropogenic climate change
is responsible for warming at

theArctic andAntarctic.

Technology
Venezuela's first satellite
blasted into space Thurs\u25a0

day from a launching pad in

southwestChina. The telecommunications satellite will let
remote communities in rural
Venezuela access educational
andmedical information.
The Virtual Space Station,
$1.74 million project for
NASA, is a computer program
\u25a0

a

in which a recorded video
therapist will be able to guide
astronauts in space through a
widely used depressiontherapy
called"problem-solving treatment." Clinical tests on the
program begin next month.

Business
\u25a0 The Dow Jones industrial
average tumbled 5 percent or
486.01 points after a daylong
sell-off, sending theindexback
to 9,139.27, its lowest level in a

week. Thebroader Standard&
Poor's 500-stock index fell 5.3
percent or 52.98 points.

Google pulled out of its
attempted Internet advertising partnership with Yahoo
yesterday, succumbing to antitrust regulators' objections.
The deal would have boosted
Yahoo's annual revenue by
$800 million and placated
\u25a0

shareholders' discontent over
a failed takeover from Microsoft.

by the

Numbers
349
The number ofelectoral
votes that BarackObama
received in yesterday's
presidentialelection.
Obamaalsoreceived
63,841,617popular votes.

162

THE DEMOCRATS: BARACK OBAMA & JOE BIDEN

With Obama?s victory, the work begins now
JoshuaDarr

Hope and historyconverged
on Tuesdaywhen Barack Obama

becamepresident-elect of the
United States. It's easy to get
lost in the moment, and we
should not let its significance
pass away unnoticed.For the
first time in American history, an
African-Americanwill ascend to
the nation's highest office. Millions ofyoung Americans of all
races and both genders are now
aware that anything is possible
for them, and even the toughest
barriers can fall.
The celebrationsaround the
worldlast night were evidence
that America is strongest when it
leads with its ideals. The world
still looks to us for inspiration.
When the son of an exchangestudent immigrant from Kenya
can become president, American
values are made manifest and
once again shine as a beacon to
the world. Joseph Ochieng, a Kenyan carpenter, made that clear
yesterday: "If it were possible for
me to get to the United States on
my bicycle, f would."
The contrast between George
W. Bush and his successor could
not be more distinct.Obama is
a constitutional lawyer; Bush
trampled rights in the name
of national security. Obama is
thoughtfuland deliberatein his
decisionsand surrounds himself
with the most competent people;
Bush makes rash choices and
surroundedhimself with political
hacks and yes-men. The longterm effects of the Bush presidency will not be clear for some
time, but in the short term, f
know many Americans join me in
saying good riddance and good
luck in Crawford.
Obama'stask is immense. He
is inheriting an awful mess of
things. The economy remains in
serious turmoil:Anotherhalfmillion jobswill be lostbefore
January, the government is in
deep debtandrunning record
deficits, and there's no indication that the bailout will be a
cure-all. We remain in two wars,
47 millionAmericans have no
health care, andthe threat of
terror still lurks on the horizon.
Expectations are high, andthe
challenges are fierce. How will
he do it?
The answer lies in the process
that got us here: He cannot do it
alone. Ifthe Americanpeople do

Theestimated number
ofAmericans in the age
groupfrom 18 to 29 who
voted yesterday but not in
2004. Approximately66
percent of themsupported
Obama.

QUOTABLE
"If there is anyone out there

who still doubts thatAmerica
is a place where all things are
possible, who still wonders
if the dream of our founders
is alive in our time, who still
questions the power of our
democracy,tonight is your an-

swer," President-elect Barack
Obamasaid at a rally in Grant
Park in Chicago, 111.,afterwinning the 2008 election.

not activelyre-engage themselves in public service andthe

task ofperfecting our union,
change will not come. We cannot
achieve energy independenceor
regain our economic prosperity without the concertedand

unified efforts ofallAmericans.
Obamaalone cannot change this
country, but he can be a leader
that calls upon us to change
it ourselves, block by block,
neighbor to neighbor, one step
at a time.

Obama's candidacyspoke to
these possibilities - thatwe can
bridge divisions, be they political, economic, or racial, not for
the sake of doing so,but toward
the greaterpurpose ofperfecting our union. The promise of
his candidacywas first proven

in the fields of fowa, when a
state that had never elected an
African-Americanto anything
gave him a resounding victory.
Obama didn't win byplaying the
game better than everyone else.
He reinventedthe game, nearly
doubledvoter turnout, and

broughttogether an ideological
coalitionto win the caucuses.
Obama's campaign was never
about Obama; it was about the
millionsofAmericans who
decidedto help Obama win.
Theyfound the courage to knock
on strangers' doorsand call
unknown numbers. They showed
the strength to pull together a
corps ofvolunteers from among
theirfriends and neighbors
to achieve a clear goal. They
displayedthe determinationto

fight for something once thought
impossible.
That kind of community
spirit cannot be wasted in the
coming months and years. For
all the derisiontowardhis former profession, it was Obama's
commitment to the principles of
community organizing that won
this election. So much human
capital was created over these
past 21 months, and it cannot go
to waste.
We must harness the power of
this moment to reassert what is

best about America through the
resiliency of its people and the
strength of its policies. Obama
personifies what is best about
America - its possibilities and
its values. But the people, not
the government, have always

been left the task ofperfecting
our union.
So to those of you who, like
myself, welcome an Obama
presidencywith open arms
and unbridled hope, enjoy this
moment. The symbolismof
President Barack Obama should
not be lost on anyone.
But make no mistake - our
task is onlynow beginning.
Without our efforts, President
Obama will not be able to fulfill
the promise ofthis moment. Let
us march aheadtogether and
make the nextgeneration proud,
withPresident Obama leading
the way.
JoshuaDarr is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at darrj@bcheights.com.

THE REPUBLICANS: JOHN MCCAIN & SARAH PALIN

As Americans, we must all now moveforward

The number ofelectoral
votes that John McCain
received in yesterday's
presidentialelection.
McCain also received
56,351,735popular votes.

2.2 million
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Ryan

Hurton

I guess this is my swan song.
For weeks I wrote on behalf
of SenatorJohn McCain as
he campaigned for the White
House. I truly believed that he
was the better candidate in this
election, withbetter principles
for guidingour country. That
made me a minority. Americans
spoke very clearly last night, to
quote the losing senator. They
want change. And come Jan. 20,
they will certainly have it.
Going into last night, I knew
McCain had littlechance to win,
But I hadn't lost all hope yet
- there was still a sliver somewhere. Then Barack Obama
swept Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
Florida, and the McCain campaign was over.

A few things did McCain in
over the course ofthis election.

No. 1, andprobably most important, was his affiliation with the
RepublicanParty. I don't think
Ronald Reagan wouldhave won
this election.To overcome eight
years under George Bush, who
is likely not the best president
ever, would have been impressive
to say the least. It was simply
not the right time for McCain.
Another element that hurt
his campaign was his selection
ofthe oh-so-folksy Sarah Palm
for vice president. Yes, I wrote
on her behalf two weeks ago. It
was unquestionably the most
challengingarticlefor me to
write for this election. I cannot
stress how disgustedI was with
this selection.First of all, McCain didn't even want to choose
Palm - he was pressured into it
by his party. JoeLieberman or
MittRomney wouldhave been
far smarter choices, and would
havemade this election infinitely
more contestable.The inexperienced hockey mom fromAlaska
onlyhurt McCain on Tuesday.
So here we are. Obama will
take office on Jan. 20 in an

INSIDE MARKETPLACE
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America that will become very
blue. Both houses ofCongress
and the executive will sharethe
Democratic Party for the first
time since i994. He'll have to
quell the excitement temporarily whilehe appoints those
who will occupy his cabinet.
Apparently the job ofchiefof
staffhas already been offered to
Rahm Emanuel, a Democratic
representativefromIllinois
who served as a leading adviser
in the Clinton White House.
Obamahas said thathis cabinet
wouldbe bi-partisan, so there
couldbe some openings for
Colin Powell andChuck Hagel,
who looks good for secretary of
defense.
The good news is that John
Kerry is rumoredto be in consideration for secretary of state
in an Obama administration.
As a Bay Stater, I am thrilled to
hearthis. One down, one to go, I
wouldhave to say.
Another positive from my
perspective is that clowns like
Keith Olbermann may run out of
ammunition, at leastfor a while.

When the government screws up,
it will have to be the Democrats'
fault. Clearly I'm findingsolace
wherever I can.
The road ahead, I still
believe, is bright. McCain can
goback to being the well-liked
senator he was a year ago. At
that point, he truly was the
maverick he talkedabout during
his campaign - the reachingacross-the-aisle McCain that
wouldn't pander to satisfy the
conservative Republican base.
The real McCain came out of
hiding last night when he gave
his concession speech. Even my
liberalfriends only had good
things to say about his classy
display in the face of defeat.
He did what all conservatives
should do at this time: welcome
and embrace the new president
of the United States so that as
a nation we can face the many
challenges that will surely
arise. As he so eloquentlyput,
"Whatever our differences, we
are fellow Americans."
And as Americans, we must
all move forward.As Americans,

we must realize that our country
will always be more important
than one party. We will never
quit, and we will never sur-

render. On Tuesday night, the
American people overwhelmingly votedfor change. Obama
inspired millionsof people who
had lost hope in politics. Over
the next four years, we should all
sincerelyhope that he fulfills his
promises andbrings America to
where we all hope she will go. To
do anything less would simply be
un-American.
America has spoken, and a
youngAfrican-American will
become the 44th president in
January. That in itselfspeaks
volumes about how great our
country really is.
Over the next four years we
will find out how Obamaweathers the challenges that come
with his job. Let us all hope that
the change he promisedcomes
to our great nation.

Ryan Hurton is a staff columnist
for The Heights.He welcomes comments at hurtonr@bcheights.com.

Zimbabwe's dire situation
Drenched in hyperinflation, the political situation needs to be dealt with
CNN's fancy screens
before the country can enact any meaningful economic reforms, says
Stretching
columnist Kirsten Anderson. B2
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The writing is on the ?Magic Wall?
Joe Jraitiny
When I watchedIron Man
in theaters, I was blown away

by the technologyand special
effects in the movie. Tony Stark,
to me, was a genius. He could
build anything out of nothing,
whichwould eventuallyhelp
get him out of captivity. With
scraps in a cave, Stark builtthe
"arc reactor," a self-powering
generatorthat successfully kept
shrapnel from moving into his
heart; Man, that blue glowing
chest thing looked heavenly.
Then, we got a glimpse ofhis
house. With the house seeming
to have its own artificialintelligence and being full offuturistic
technologies, it made me wonder
...is any of this stuffactually
possible?
Little did Iknow, I've been
watching one of the coolest
technologiesfrom the movie
being used on CNN every night
for the last two months. In one
scene from Iron Man, Stark is
in his basement/laboratoryand
is sliding things around on this
touch screen with both hands,
getting together his blueprint for
what would eventuallybecome
his "iron" suit. The suit is not
actually made ofiron; it is made
of a gold-titaniumcombination,
but that is not thepoint.
The screen that Stark fools
around with is now somewhatof
a reality. Although it is holographic, a similarnon-holographic screen has beenused to
track the presidential election
by CNN's chiefnationalcorrespondent John King. From the
primaries, all the way until the
night of Nov. 4, King has been
on television sliding around
states on his "Magic Wall,"
tallying up votes, and making
predictions with the assistance
of polls to see who will get the
270 electoral votes needed to

PHOTO COURTESYOF PERCEPTIVE PIXEL

With Perceptive Pixel's technology, users are able to manipulate multiple objects, simultaneously, with the touch of their hands; CNN has featured the technology throughout election coverage.
win the election.
I watched King move from
state to state and zoom in with
just a touch ofhis finger, holding
my attention captive for hours
on certain nights. Who would be
able to create such an elegant

piece oftechnology? Apple?

Sony? Google? Toshiba?Microsoft? The answer is none of
the above.
Perceptive Pixel, a startup

...

out of lower Manhattan, is be-

hindthis Multi-Touch Collaboration Wall. For the first time,
users will be able to manipulate
multipleobjects, simultaneously,
with the touch of their hands.
Jeff Han, founder ofPerceptive
Pixel, unveiled his new technology in 2006 at the technology,
entertainment,and design
conference (known as TED), and
it garneredunexpected atten-

tion from an unlikely company,
CNN. As aresult, we have the
"Magic Wall." Helping make
elections clearerfor viewers, the
wallprevents those at CNN from
inaccurately stating results early.
CNN hoped thaton election
night, King would use the wall
to display and interpret votes
for every county in every state
across theUnited States.
In an election that has seen

the use of different technology in
multiple scenarios, the "Magic
Wall" still takesthe cake.
Obama tried to send out a text
message to all ofhis supporters
when he was about to announce
Biden as his running mate, but
the informationleaked out beforehand. Still, Obama is trying
to use text-messaging to get out
the word to vote, and I hope that
all of you who couldvote did so.

It will definitely be interesting to
see what happens in 2012, when
the next election takes place.
Maybe all the networks will have
a similar touch screen, or maybe
something new and more exciting will come along. We will see
in four years.
Joe Jraitiny is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at jraitinyj@bcheights.com.

International Insights

Zimbabwe?s
By

inflation soars to extraordinary level

Kirstin Anderson

Zimbabweis currently
experiencing one of the worst
cases ofhyperinflation in world

history, as annualinflation surpasses 230 million percent. In
comparison, the average yearly
inflationfor the United States is

about 3 percent.
Hyperinflationis extreme
inflation in which a currency
is losing value andprices are
rapidly rising. It usually results
from a country printing an
overabundanceof money and
is associated withpolitical or
social upheaval.
Germanyright afterWorld
War f experiencedsome of the
world's worst inflation, in which
prices doubled everytwo days.
This occurred after it lost the
war andresorted to printing
money to cover debtand reparation payments.
The worst episode of hyperinflation occurred in Yugoslavia
in 1993. The civil war and even-

tualbreakup of Yugoslavia led
the government to rely on printing money to fund the economy.
At one point, the country issued
a $500 billionbanknote.
Theresult was thatbetween
Oct. 1,1993 and Jan. 24,1995,
prices increased by 5 quadrillion percent. Five quadrillion, if
you're wondering, is a five with
i5 zeroes after it. Under such
extreme inflation, people have
resorted to burning money because truckloadsofit wouldbe
needed to purchase just a tiny
bit ofwood.
In Zimbabwetoday, people
are desperatelytrying to
withdrawtheir money from the
banks and use it to purchase
goods beforethe value of the
currency plunges even lower. The
government imposed limits on
the maximum withdrawal, which
is the equivalent of a few dollars.
Citizens have to spend days in
line to withdraw cash; if they are
lucky, they can get enoughto
purchase one or two groceries,
but if they are too late the bank
has runs out of money.
This extreme economic
struggle has led the UN World
Food Program to estimate that
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Inflation in Zimbabwe has created a new class of people, black market money changers, who help everydayZimbabweans trade U.S. dollars for the increasingly worthless local currency.
over 80 percent ofZimbabweans
are living on less than two U.S.
dollars a day, and nearly half

thetotal population is malnourished.
Those who are lucky enough
to have jobs are quitting because
the salary they are paidis worth
nearlynothingby the end of the
day and often does not cover
the cost of commuting to work.
Hospitals are experiencing the
crunch, as nurses and janitors
have stoppedreporting for work,
and they have to turn patients
away. Garbage collectorsand

water treatment operatorshave
stopped working, creating obvi-

ous sanitationproblems.
Hyperinflation is taking
place in Zimbabwebecause the
government is bankrupt and
continues printing money. In
2006, inflationfor the year was

f,OOO percent, and then 12,000
percent in 2007, so theproblem

with
the issue, the government began
issuing 100billion dollar bills,
and thenin August simply cut 10
zeroes offthe currency to turn
$10 billion in $1. These are ternis not entirely new. To cope

do little to
solve the root causes of hyperinflation, which will most likely
be millions of percentagepoints
higherby the time this article is
published.
Another issue plaguing the
country is a political power
struggle. Robert Mugabe has
been president ofZimbabwefor
28 years, largelyby intimidating
opposition candidates or voters
themselves,and refuses to give
up power despitelosing the first
round of the presidential election earlier this year. Morgan Tsporary measures that

andrelatives working elsewhere.
vangirai is believedto have won,
but withdrewunder intimidation According to a New York Times
from Mugabe's army, f n March
article published on Oct. 20,
of 2007, Tsvangirai was tortured African nations andthe United
and nearly beatento death
Nations may call for supervised
elections in Zimbabweif politiby the policewhom Mugabe
controlled.Under pressure from
cal agreement is not reached.
many African leaders, Mugabe
The political situation needs to
be dealt withbefore the country
has agreed to share power, yet
he refuses to give up control
can enact any meaningful ecoof the Home Affairs Ministry,
nomic reforms.
which includesthe police force.
Kirstin Anderson is a staff columZimbabweis currently survivnist for The Heights. He welcomes
ing mostly because ofremittances, or money sent to people
commentsat andersonk@bcheights.
com.
within the country from friends
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Politically Speaking

Speaking of victory

Hardcover Nonfiction

Bestsellers

This
Week

1

2

Against Medical Advice. James
Patterson and Hal Friedman.
Little, Brown, $26.99.
TheLast Lecture. Randy Pausch
with Jeffrey Zaslow. Hyperion,

Last
Week

Weeks on
List

-

1

1

30

$21.95.

Dewey. Vicki Myron with Bret
Witter. Grand Central, $19.99.
The Snowball. Alice Schroeder.
Bantam, $35.

3

5

4

4

5

My Stroke of Insight. Jill Bolte
Taylor. Viking, $24.95.

8

4

6

A Bold Fresh Piece of Humanity.
Bill O'Reilly. Broadway, $26.

2

5

7

Hot, Flat, and Crowded. Thomas
L. Friedman. Farrar, Straus &
Giroux Inc, $27.95.

5

7

8

Here's the Story. Maureen
McCormick. Morrow, $25.95.

6

2

9

The Secret. Rhonda Byrne. Beyond 8
Words Publishing, $23.95.*

97

10 Multiple Blessings. Jon & Kate
Gosselin and Beth Carson.
Zondervan, $19.99.

7

2

11

-

3

4

TheLongest Trip Home. John
Grogan. Morrow, $25.95.

1

12 Giada's Kitchen. Giada Dc
9
Laurentiis. Clarkson Potter, $32.5.

4

13 Letter to My Daughter. Maya
Angelou. Random House, $25.

10

4

14 Martha Stewart's Cooking School.
Martha Stewart. Clarkson Potter,

-

1

11

2

$45.

15 Love Your Life. Victoria Osteen.
Free Press, $25.

*Indicates title has been reviewed by The
Heights.
Compiled from datafrom independent and
chain bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent distributors nationwide by Publisher's
Weekly.
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Joseph Zaleski

ft is hard to understatethe
importance of a candidate's
address to the nation, ft is how
he communicates his hopes
and fears to the people, how he
trumpets his ideals and calls
the citizenry to bebetter than
they ever imagined possible.
Throughout this campaign,
Barack Obamahas beenthe
candidate with the voice and the
power to inspire with words. He
has been the man who verbalizes
the sheer elegance of our founding documents.And Tuesday
evening, president-elect Obama
delivereda victory speech that
raised goose bumps on the arms
oflistenersfrom Grant Park in
Chicago to both coasts - and
everywherein between.
fn many ways, Obama's
speechwas not very distinct
from myriad other addresses
he has given over the past two
years; he stuck to his breadand-buttermotifs. Obamaofficially declaredthat change has
come to America. He credited
this to the qualitiesinherent
within this nation, the ideas
of the framers, andthe beliefs
espousedby everypatriotic
citizen. Obama put the nation's
ills in perspective by stating
that "we cannot have a thriving
Wall Streetwhile Main Street
suffers." Andfinally, he noted
that no matter how difficultthe
roadthat lies ahead is, when we
come together as one United
States, we havethe power to
overcomeany adversity. (This
is your cue to begin chanting
"yes we can.") By reiterating
thesebulwarksofhis race for the
White House, Obamaeffectively
garnishedwith a ribbon one
of the best-run campaigns in
modern memory, fn addition to
these themes,though, Obama
tacitly indicated how he views
his foremost duties as president

(at least in the early stages) by
invoking two other chief executives. Thefirst is President John
F. Kennedy, anothervirtuosic
American orator. Jn Obama's
speech, he spokedirectly to the
enemies ofthe United States
by saying, "To those who would
tear the world down: We will
defeat you." f n the nextbreath,
Obama spoke to our allies
abroad by noting, "To those who
seek peace and security: We
support you." Compare these to
Kennedy's inaugural addressin

1961when he pledged "a loyalty
of faithfulfriends" to our allies
and promised resistance (but an
unrestraineddesire for peace)
against our enemies.

In 1960, Americawas
perched on a precarious branch.
We were one superpower
squared off against another in
a battle over ideologiesand
avarice. Theworld was watching, with some cheering for
the American cause, and many
others deriding it. Obama sees
the United States in a similar
position. We are fighting "two
wars," as he was quick to remind
his supporters on Tuesday. We
havelost our prestige as the
embodimentof hope and liberty.
And just like in the 19605, many
nations pray for our demise.
Obama sees the restoration of
our image abroad, both to supporters and detractors, as one
of thefundamental missions of
his term. Just as Kennedy said,
"All this will not be finished in
the first 100 days. Nor will it be
finished in the first 1,000 days,
nor in the life of this administration, nor evenperhaps in our
lifetime on thisplanet. But let us
begin," Obamastated similarly
that "our climb will be steep. We
may not get there in one year or
even in one term. But, America,
I have never been more hopeful than f am tonight that we

will get there."Clearly Obama
seeks to continue what Kennedy
initiated.
Obamaalso invokedAbrahamLincoln in his victory
speech. Both men represent the
state of fllinois, and both men
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On Tuesday night, Obama announced that 'change' has come to America.
share a poignant bond between
thefirst black president-elect
andthe emancipator of the
slaves. But asidefrom these
commonalities,Obamaalso
ascends to the highest office
during a time of overwhelming
internal divisionswithin the
country. Obamamade it clear
thatLincoln presided over "a
nation far more dividedthan
ours," yet our partisan polarization has definitely "heldback
our progress." Media organizations havebeen quick to exploit
the easy breakdownbetween
red states andblue states in the
United States. We really cannot
blamethem, though. We have
done this to ourselves by blindly
adheringto factionalpolitics
while our nation helplessly
flounders on the deck. Obama
has run his campaign as a
"uniter," and whatbetter way to
make that clear than by invoking the man who believedthat
"a house divided against itself
cannot stand"? fn his speech,
Obamacelebratedwith his sup-

porters and spoke to those who
did not vote for him. He is not

thepresident of the Democratic
Party, or the "blue states," but of

thewhole United States. Without accomplishing his second
goal of uniting the country from
within, Obamareally cannot
achieve his second goal ofrevitalizingour status abroad.

fn the last analysis, Obama
did exactlywhat was necessary in his first address to the
nation as president-elect. He
congratulatedhis opponent on
a hard-fought battle, restated
the goals ofhis campaign thus
far, andidentifiedhis mission as
chief executive before the entire
world. AlthoughKennedy and
Lincoln were not in a residence
hall, O'Neill Library, or Roggie's
to watch Obama speak, they
were undoubtedlylistening with
thehairs on their necks electrifiedand smiles on theirfaces.
Joseph Zaleski is a staff columnist

for The Heights. Hewelcomes comments at zaleskij@bcheights.com.
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"Here's your ball game folks, as
Flutie takes the snap...
/ f J /
Uncorks a deep one for the end
/
~
7
y
' -// zone. Phelan is down there...
/
...He did it! He did it! Flutie did it!
He hit Phelan in the end zone.
/ / J~7
Touchdown!"
*- Don Davis, November 23, 7 984

The Doug Flutie
Statue Dedication

This Friday, November 7, 2008 - 2:00 PM
Gate D Plaza at Alumni Stadium
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Stretching the truth about stretching
Paul Symansky
Manypeople stretch after
wakingin the morning. They
stretch during the day when
they're bored or tired. They
stretch before exercising; they
stretch after exercising. They
stretch if they've been sitting in
the same position for too long.
They also stretch before going
to sleep at night. This common activity must have a very
pertinent biological basis, given
its übiquity. After all, humans
aren't the only ones who stretch
instinctively.
Biomechanically speaking,
stretching involves extending a
muscle to its greatest length. It
can be categorized according to
both the source andthe motion.

The source of a stretchrefers
to how the muscle is extended.
Passive stretching involves using
an external force,

such as grav-

ity, specializedequipment, or a
partner to extendthe muscle. In
contrast, active stretching uses a
muscle's opposing counterpart.
Many skeletal muscles work in
pairs to provide afull range of
motion.

Types of stretching can also
be categorized into the range of
motion. Static stretching entails
slowly extending a muscle into
its desiredposition and holding. Dynamic stretching, on
the other hand, relies on using
momentumto thrust the muscle
out of its static stretching range.
Controversially,ballistic stretching uses quick, forceful movements to hyperextenda muscle.
Given allof these types of
stretching, arguments were
destinedto ensue as to what
types are best, or if stretching
is beneficial at all. Instinctual
stretching when one wakes is
generallya form ofactive/static
or passive/static stretching.
Experts agree this type of
stretching merely improves
muscles' elasticity and helps
maintain a comfortablemuscle
tone.
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Although athletes are commonly shown engaging in dynamic and static stretching techinquesbefore competing, recent studies have show that pre-exercise stretching is not beneficial.
Athletes often engage in variforms of active and dynamic
stretching techniquesbefore
training or competing. Stretching before and after exercise
seems necessary: We see our
favorite professional athletes do
it. Surprisingly, recent research
consistently suggests stretching
before a workout does not help
prepare muscles, and it may
evenbe detrimental.
Ballistic stretching is always
a bad idea and frequently leads
to serious muscle injury, includous

ing strains and tears. Moderate
static stretching seems much
more sensible, thoughresearch
from the University of Nevada,
corroboratedby research from
California State University,
indicates otherwise.
Their research claims that
static stretching temporarily
weakens the muscle by up to 30

percent.
The notion of extendinga

muscle and holding the stretch
for 30 seconds is apparently
outdated. A "neuromuscular

inhibitoryresponse" to static
stretching can leave muscles in
a weakened state for up to a half
an hour - in other words, not
the best way to begin a workout.
Ideally, a "warm-up" should
accomplish two things: loosened
tendons and ligaments and a
literallywarmedbody. Basic
aerobic exercise, such as light
jogging, is crucial to almost
every warm-up.

It elevates the heart rate and
pumps more oxygen-rich blood
to the extremities.The next key

step is dynamic stretching im-

mediatelyfollowing the aerobic
exercise. As opposed to static
stretching, dynamicstretching
can greatly increase power and
flexibility.
The jury is still out on
whether static stretching combined with dynamicstretching
yields any gains. The Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) recently
published research asserting
thatknee injuries in female college soccer players were almost
half as likelyifstatic stretching

is incorporatedinto the warmup. Other studies, on the other

hand, have demonstratedthat

adding static stretching to a
warm-up does not reduce injury
at all. Through all the research,
one thing is becoming abundantly clear: Static stretching
alone does littleto help an
athlete during a warm-up.
Paul Symansky a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes
commentsat symansky@bcheights.
com.

The Road Less Traveled

A carfor a new America

Ameet Padte
America is a land of vulgar,
ostentatious people.
As difficult as it is to accept,
this is a fact. There are very few
other places in the worldwhere
individualsboth with and without money splurge on elaborate
homes, expensiveclothes, and
showy cars. The recent subprime
mortgage crisis and the ensuing
credit meltdowncan be attributed to this vain need for Americans to makepurchases beyond
their means, spending to buy
what they think is happiness.
Did you see whatBoston
College parents wear and drive
during any occasion when they
get together? I first noticed this
last year during orientation,
when adults dressed in unnecessarily up-market apparel. Each
set of parents was incessantly
attempting to one-up the other
parents in what was a non-stop
flagrant demonstrationof wealth
and expenditure.
I'm not saying that this type
ofbehavior shouldbe discontinued; it is a representation of
the merits of capitalism and the
Americanway. A book once told
me that more than 80 percent of
America'smillionaires are selfmade. Most ofthese individuals came from small means and
generated their assets through
effort and diligence. As a result,
they wish to own impressive objects and status symbols that let
the worldknow of their success
and the commensurate struggles
required to gain it.
In Great Britain, this type
oflifestyle is referred to as the
"onyx coffee table"; that is, an
individualwho is not apart of
the super-ultra-multi-millionaire crowd, but has nevertheless
acquiredextraordinarypersonal
wealth, buys things that are
rather extravagantand flashy,
such as coffee tables made of
onyx, gates for their driveways,
and expensiveautomobiles to fill
those driveways. And it is this
that really brings me neatly upon
the worldof luxury sedans.
You see, the typical car for an
individualof wealthis the "large
luxury car." These large sedans

represent the flagship model

of theirrange - the top-end,
ultimate symbol of status and
assets. They are the ultimate
symbol ofcorporate America
and success within the high
ranks of an organization. There
is, however, something wrong
with every single one of them.
TheMercedes S-class is a
great car, no doubt, but you look
like a limo driver. The BMW
7-series is exceptionallywell
put-together and great to drive,
but the individual at the helm
appears to be a drug dealer. The
Lexus LS sets you up as a bit of
a bore. The Jaguar XJ engenders
notions of golf and plaid.
TheAudi A8 has seen a huge
surge ofsales recently, with good
reason. It is handsome, powerful, yet unique. I find Audis a
bit pretentious, however;people
who drive Audis as opposedto
BMWs emit a sense that "I'm
part of the über-sophisticatedSwedish-furniture-modern-zeitgeist-use-the-word-'sans'" type

of thing.
My biggest issue with all
of thesecars is that they're all
ostentatious. Theyare designed
and marketed to demonstrate
that the individualinside possesses the means to purchase
an automobileof this type and
wishes to flaunt it. This is why
my favorite luxury sedan, and
in fact my favorite car period, a
car you'veprobably neverseen
or heard of, is the Volkswagen
Phaeton.
The Volkswagen Phaeton
was the inspiration of the former chairman ofVolkswagen,
FerdinandPiech. He wantedhis
engineers to design and build
what wouldbe the best car in the
world.Piech gave his engineers
a list of 10 parameters that the
Phaetonneeded to fulfill. While
Volkswagen has kept most of
theseprivate, some havebeen
leaked to the public. One was
that the Phaeton shouldbe able
to be driven all day at 190 mph
when the temperature outside
is 122 degrees whilemaintaining an interior temperature of
72 degrees. Another was that
the bonnet remain flat and level
up to and beyond 190 miles per
hour. Also, the interior ambi-

PHOTO COURTESY OF VOLKSWAGEN

The Volkswagen Phaeton is for people who have exquisite and discerning taste but a disposition towards anonymity.
ence should remain as absolutely

silent up to and beyond 190 mph.
This guy seems to be as
precise as a graphingcalculator.
And just as fun.
The point is that this car began with an extraordinary story.
What's more, the level of detail
in the Phaeton is extraordinary.
For example,Piech didn't enjoy
having air blown into his face by
air conditioningvents; therefore, there are none. The vents
are hidden by a slidingpanel to
generate a sort ofradiator effect.
This makes the Phaeton the first
car with centralheating. You can
also choose four different temperatures for the four different
corners of the car, draft-free.
Here's another useful feature:
If you decided to engage in some
lewd acts of indecency in the
back seat, no matter howhard
you thrash away, the windows
will not fog up. This represents
just one of the over 100 patents
taken out in the developmentof
the Phaeton.
The interior of this car is
incredible - it is by far the best
interior of any car, ever. Usually,
cars of this type feature wood
glossy enough for a CEO to look
into and examine his comb-over.

Not in this one; the wood is real.
The colors are soothing, the
seats are supportive yet comfortable, thecontrols are logical, the
dials are clear, and the driving
position is perfect. Speaking
of the driving position, this car
is like nothing else to drive.
The suspension can bead-

justedthrough four degrees from
"comfort" to "sport." It also
has a semi-automatic gearbox,
giving you some control over the
engine.

The engine is the centerpiece
of any interesting automobile,
and the Phaeton is no exception.
As if the rest of this car weren't
unique or interesting enough, it
can be had with a 6.0 liter, Wl2
engine. This masterpiece produces close to 500 horsepower.
This catapults this leviathan
from 0-60 mph in close to five
seconds and allows it to hit a top
speed of over 200 mph. That's
Ferrari territory. At speed, it's
not light and dartylike a BMW
or an Audi; it's more akin to a
thundering freight train.
So what we have here is what
I consider a near-as-makesno- difference perfect car. It is
incrediblybuilt, fantastically
over-engineered,brilliant to

drive, and unbelievablyunique.
And in 2005, Volkswagen sold
820 of themin the United
States. Compare this to the
$80-1100,000 Mercedes S-class,
which sold close to 30,000.
Why? Look at the picture.
It's completely anonymous. It
resembles an elongatedVolkswagen Passat, a sub-$30,000 car.
In this country, with our attitude
towardwealthand prosperity,
an expensiveautomobilethat
doesn'tflaunt its cost is a paradox, a contradiction, a self-defeating idea; in other words, the
quality of the car far exceeds the
quality of the Volkswagen badge.
Well maybepeople shouldtake
another look at this car, and in
doing so, re-examine themselves.
Perhaps humility in the face of
vulgarity is the better option.
Perhaps excessive expenditure,
especially in thesevolatile
economic times, should be
mitigated. Perhaps we can learn
something from the ideologyof
this car.
Then, upon further meditation of the Phaeton's appearance, we see that while it
is simple, it isn't bland - it's
beautiful.Look at the tastefullyused chrome, which emphasizes

the arrow-shaped nose, the tight
lines that create an illusion of
a much shorter car, the slightly
raised bonnet that indicates
a powerful engine, the wheel
arches tight to the tires, the deep
D-pillar, the sweeping curve of
theroof.
What we have here is possibly one of the greatest automobilesever made, a future
classic that willbe heralded as
years ahead of its time, and no
one will ever know. Acquiring
an automobileof this type that
is exquisitelycrafted, unbelievably advanced,yet astonishingly
anonymous actually conveys that
the driveris unique. It implies
that the owner has deliberately
made a purchase based on a set
of principles and decidedto deviate from the norm by espousing a quietlyproud lifestyle as
an iconoclast. Then, like Robert
Frost, drivers can ponder that
they tooktheroad less traveled,
and it has made all the difference.

AmeetPadte is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at padtea@bcheights.com.
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COMMUNITY

STUDENT

Spanish/English tutor needed:
Neighborhood middle school child
needs Spanish tutor. Walking distance
from BC (15 minutes). Thursday,
Saturday, Sunday are the available
days. $30 to 35/hour. Can drive you
to or from school if needed. Please
e-mail Lisa Walker at: 1aw6363@
comcast.net.

Looking for 1 or 2 sublets for the
second semester (Spring 2009),
beginning in January 2009. The
house is newly renovated on Radnor
Road. Everything in the house is new
including the bathrooms,kitchen, appliances, windows, etc. The house
is also equipped with a washer and
dryer, and one parking spot at the
house will be available. Accommodations for either a large double room
or single. The house has easy access to the BC South Street bus stop
and the B, C, and D lines of the T's
Green line. The house is also only a
brief walk from Cleveland Circle and
Boston College's campus. Contact
alessib@bc.edu.

Experienced World Language
Teacher totutor German - all levels,
some levels of Spanish, French, and
possibly English! Don't wait! Call:
617-469-9010 or e-mail: linguafix®
yahoo.com for an appointment.

Tim's Handyman Services. We doit
all. Reasonable rates. Boston College
area. Call Tim at 978-994-1040 or email at broderick.tim@gmail.com.

Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? Email classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!

Wanted: Bridge player. Student
with beginner to intermediate bridge
skills. Ifinterested, please call Tim at
616-915-3079.

Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

Workers needed. REAL FOOD
BC. Working for a sustainable food
system at Boston College. Workers
needed for Addie's Loft. In partner-

ship with Dining Services we have

created a new cafe with a local
and green theme (open 4-9 p.m.).
The cafe is staffed mostly by Real
Food BC members. Even if it's just
one night a week, come earn some
money, get great food, and work for
sustainability on campus. Help us
with the Organic Garden. Our garden
is in full swing on Brighton Campus.
We need help harvesting and maintaining the garden. Fresh produce
for garden volunteers! Contact Julia
at gabbertj@bc.edu.

Happy Birthday, MKP and Keith!
Love, The Heights
WANT TO EARN $10-20? Participate
in a psychology research study in
the Tamir Lab! If interested, contact
TamirLab@gmail.com.
Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open-source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.
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IN DECIDING WHICH LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,

CONSIDERTHIS:
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Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top 100 law schools in such categories as
full-time student LSAT scores (median- 159); admission acceptance rates; student/facultyratio (11:1);
and employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from
$3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide which school to attend, make sure you review the facts.
To learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email ladm@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
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Eating Disorder Treatment
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Suffering from Anorexia and

For the most effective treatment and highest staff-to-clientratio in New
England, informedclinicians refer their clients to Laurel Hill Inn. We
provide extensive programming in a highly structured and supervised
non-institutional therapeuticsetting. Evening, day, residential, and aftercare
programs in West Medfordand West Somerville. Call Linda at
781 393-0559 or visit our web site at www.laurelhillinn.com.
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617-332-3222
1140 Beacon St., Newton

Hours:
Mon-Thurs:
Fri&Sat:
Sun:

11 am to 10pm
11 am to 11pm
Noon to 10pm
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BC VS. NOTRE DAME
Notre Dame Depth Chart

When BC runs the ball

OFFENSE

Notre Dame currently allows an average of20.9 points per
game. TheIrish give up 334.5 yards because its defenselacks
playmakers. The Irish ownan averagerushing defense, having
given up 1,022 yards on the ground. Boston College, meanwhile,has featured an inconsistent running game throughout
the season. Josh Haden is coming off his best effort of the
year, when he ran for 71 yards on 15 carries.

WR

23
18

LT

77

LG
C

70
55
76
51
67

RG

Advantage:

RT

When BC passes theball

TE

The Notre Dame secondary has been opportunistic in
2008. It has given up over 1.600yards through the air, but the
Irish haveforced 10 interceptions. Free safety David Bruton
leadsNotre Dame with threepicks, whilecornerbackRashaon
McNeil has two. That number might increase against a BC
team with a tendency to turn over the ball. BC quarterback
Chris Crane has thrown 12 interceptionsthis season.

Advantage:

Golden Tate
Duval Kamara
Mike Turkovich
MattRomine
EricOlsen
Andrew Nuss
Dan Wenger
T. Bemenderfer
Trevor Robinson
T. Bemenderfer
Sam Young
Taylor Dever

WR

QB
TB
FB

¥S%|

78
67
74
75
9
87
11
3
13
5
33
44
30

DEFENSE

Notre Dame averages just 3.5 yards per carry. The Irish
have run for only 974 yards in 2008, and have struggled to

NG

find consistency on the ground. Don't look for it to happen
against a BC team that excels against the run. The Eagles
have two outstanding defensive tackles, B.J. Raji and Ron
Brace, making it nearly impossible for opponents to run
inside against BC.

CB

The biggest reason for Notre Dame's improvement this
season has been the play of quarterback Jimmy Clausen. A
year ago, the sophomorestruggled with an offensive line that
gave up far too many sacks. Now with a better offensive line,
Clausen has thrown 18 touchdowns and nine interceptions.
His quarterback rating has improvedfrom 103.85 last year
to 134.97 in 2008.

SS
FS
CB

217

So.
Sr.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.

277
255
310
300
283
275
212
235
245
244
235
225
264
246
190
188
203
198
212
205
195
180

Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.

202

So.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.

6

27
31
20
12

Sergio Brown
Terrail Lambert
Robert Blanton

Brandon Walker
EricMaust
Kevin Brooks
Armando Allen
Golden Tate

6-3
6-2
6-2
5-10
5-11

22
41
58
49
40
48
90
56
8
4
28

Justin Brown
M. Richardson
Ian Williams
Paddy Mullen
PatKuntz
Ethan Johnson
Harrison Smith
Scott Smith
Brian Smith
Toryan Smith
Maurice Crum Jr.
Steve Quinn
John Ryan
Kerry Neal
Raeshon McNeil

So.
So.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.

Gary Gray
Kyle McCarthy
Ray Herring

LB

LB

When Notre Dame passes the ball

Steve Paskorz

195
219
305
292
303
304
302
300
306
300
330
301
252
245
177
215

6-3
6-2
6-2
6-3
6-3
6-4
6-2
6-4
6-3
6-1
6-0
6-2
6-5
6-2
6-0
5-11
6-1
5-10
6-2
6-2
5-11
6-1

96
9

LB

Asaph Schwapp

94
53
95
93

RE

LB

Advantage:

David Grimes
Michael Floyd
Jimmy Clausen
Evan Sharpley
Armando Allen
Robert Hughes

7

When Notre Dame runs the ball

LE

Kyle Rudolph
Joseph Fauria

5-11
6-5
6-6
6-5
6-4
6-5
6-4
6-5
6-5
6-5
6-8
6-5
6-6
6-7
5-10
6-3
6-3
6-2
5-10
5-11
6-0
6-2

David Bruton

215
195
237
257
235

Jr.

So.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.

Fr.

So.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.

Sr.
Fr.

Advantage:

SPECIAL TEAMS
K

Special teams

P

LS
KR
PR

BC's special teams have been inconsistent in the past few
games. Against Virginia Tech, Rich Gunnellreturned a punt
for a 64-yard touchdown, while Justin Jarvisblocked a punt
against Clemson that Roderick Rollins returned for a score.
Despite those successes, however, the Eagles struggled to
cover wellonkickoffs and punts against Clemson.Kicker Steve
Aponavicius also missed two field goals last week.
Advantage:

I)

/

Eagles defeat Duke in first
round of ACC tourney

1. Focus on the now; forget about the past two weeks.
2. Establish the running game with Haden and Harris.
3. Don't give up the big play(s).

NOTRE DAME
1. Don't let Pittsburgh beat you twice.
2. Test BC's secondary with Clausen's arm.
3. Get to Crane early and often.

TjXH

BC seeks big win against ND

whatwe needed to do to get to the next round."
With the goal, Knowlton addedtoher team-higheight
goals for the season. Caldwell'sassist was her third of
season, andDiMartino's was her fifth.
They had to win one, eventually.
The Eagles had a chance to scoreonce again atthe21st
Inthe quarterfinalsoftheACC soccer championships,
theNo. 10Boston Collegewomen's soccer team won their minute,but Caldwell'sshotwas savedby Duke goalkeeper
first-ever postseason game since BC joinedthe ACC in Cassidy Powers. Powers finished the contest with three
2005, defeating No. 16 Duke 1-0 at WakeMed Soccer saves in the losing effort.
Besides the goal, the first halfremained just about
Park in Cary, N.C.
The fourth-seedEagles, whohave enjoyeda historic even. BC outshot the Blue Devils, 6-4, while Duke led
season up until this point with a record-high six ACC in corner kicks, 3-1. In the second half, the Eagles had
wins, move on to face first-seedNorthCarolinaon Friday yet another opportunity to score. At 50:19, midfielder
at 5 p.m. The Tar Heels won their first round match up
JuliaBouchelle had a shot on goal thatPowers was able
to save. DiMartino also hadher shot at the65th minute
against Miami, 1-0.
The Eagles sprinted out of the gate and never looked stopped.
The Eagles alsoplayedexcellentdefensein thesecond
back. At 13:14,forwardBrookeKnowlton scored the only
goal ofthe game. Forward GinaDiMartinoscooteda pass half.The BlueDevilshad six cornerkicks in thehalfalone,
to forward Amy Caldwell in thebox. Caldwell'sshot nailed but BC was able to holdoff theDuke attack.
The Eagles' goalkeeper, JillianMastroianni,finished
the crossbar, but Knowlton was therefor the rebound.
the contest with three saves. The shutout was her eighth
Knowlton's header gavethe Eagles the 1-0lead.
"We haveachieved a number offirsts this season; we of the season andher career.
Throughout the game, BC consistently outplayed
beat BU at home, andthis is thebiggest first of all with a
postseason ACC win," said BC headcoach AlisonKulik Duke. The box score reflected that effort, as the Eagles
finished with a 12-10 shot advantage. One areawherethe
to bceagles.com. "This was our mission.
"We goton top ofthe game early withgreattacklesand BlueDevilsbestedBC, however,wason cornerkicks. Duke
good possession. Duke is a reallygood team, but we did finished with nine corner kicks to BC's three. \u25a0
By Ira Berman

Asst. Sports Editor

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.
Write for SPORTS.
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240
195
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BC

BC head coach Jeff Jagodzinskihas been out-coachedin
the past two games but still owns an impressive 16-6 career
record. Notre Dame's Charlie Weis, meanwhile, has been
under fire during his tenure in South Bend, Ind. The Irish's
defense has improved in 2008 under defensive coordinator
Jon Tenuta, the former coordinator at GeorgiaTech.

/

177

3 KEYS FOR VICTORY

Coaching and intangibles

Advantage:

14
43
39
5
23

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

BOND, from B8
Michigan St.) and through the air (359 by Purdue).
So the questionremains, will the Eagles offensive
strategy resemble that of the Rhode Island game
when they ran for 289 yards, the NC State game
when they threw for 428 yards, or somewhere in
between?

"What I would love to have happen would be
that both [the run and the pass] work just the way
we practice it andwork to a'T,' but it could happen
that one thing's not working and the other one is,"
said quarterback ChrisCrane. "So, it's just going out
there and doing the plays to the best of our ability
and, whatever's working, kind ofride that."
What seems to work against the Irish is a steady
running game. In its three losses, Notre Dame has
given up an average of167.3 rushing yards, nearly 40
yards above its average on the season.
Ifthe Eagles can establishtherunning game early
and keep the game close, theirchances ofpulling off
a victory increase exponentially.It is not enough to
run the drawon every first down; offensive coordinator Steve Logan has to commit to running theball,
evenon second andthird down, in order to control
the clock andthe line ofscrimmage.
Yet what may be the most crucial aspect of the
offensive game for the Eagles will come when their
drives pass the 50-yard line. Finishing drives has
been an area that has hauntedtheoffense all season,
especially as oflate.
"We've got to learn to finish these drives.That's
always been an emphasis for our team: We have
to get into the end zone, we have to score points,"
said tight end Ryan Purvis. "Steve [Logan] works
hard, he tries his best and unfortunately we came
up short on Saturday,but we have to learn to finish
these drives."
Although the Eagles havescored 28 out ofthe 32
times they have entered thered zone, they tend to
only get within the20-yard line when theyare given
excellent field position. They have manufactured
only 11 drives that spanned 60 yards or more and
resulted in a touchdown,four ofwhich came against
NC State. That total is equal to the amount put
togetherby Duke and eight fewer than an equally
underwhelmingNotre Dame squad.
The offense can be optimistic heading into a
game against a sub-par defense, but if the team
cannot get the offense clicking on Saturday, it may
not have much to be hopeful about for the rest of
the season. \u25a0
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The Week Ahead
The Holy War is upon us once again.
I hate Notre Dame, you hate Notre
Dame, so let's just hope our men's
hockey andfootball teams can take
care of business. Also, cheers to
Doug Flutieforfinally havinga statue
erected in his honor.

The Heights

Standings

JessicaIsner
Heights staff

24-21

Iraßerman

What a crushing defeat at the hands
of Clemson. The offense couldn't

score
Thunder and Lightning. Lets hope for
a different outcome Saturday night.
In soccer, both the men and women
and the defense couldn't stop

beatClemson.

Guest Editor:
Tim Mooney
Opinions Editor

"What's the matter with Notre Dame?..."

This Week's Games
Football: Boston College vs. Notre Dame
Field Hockey: Boston College at Wake Forest

Women?s Ice Hockey
Women's hockey junior forwardKelli Stackearned Hockey
East Pure Player of the Month honors for October. Stack is
currently the leading scorer in the Hockey East.
In October, the Eagles went 5-0-2. Stack led the way with
seven goals, eight assists, and 15 points. Stack also had two
game-winning goals and four power-playgoals. She also scored
her 100th career point on Oct. 11, becoming only the sixth
player in BC history to do so.
In other women's hockey news, forward Allie Thunstrom
earned Hockey East Player of the Week honors and forward
Megan Shea was named Hockey East Rookie of the Week.

Women?s Soccer
Jessica Isner
Sports Editor

Dave Amstutz
Assoc. Sports Editor

Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

Tim Mooney
OpinionsEditor

BC

BC

be

BC

Wake Forest

Wake Forest

Wake Forest

Wake Forest

Men's hockey: Boston Collegevs. Notre Dame

BC

BC

BC

be

Men's soccer: Boston College at Virginia Tech

Virginia Tech

BC

BC

BC

Texas Tech

Texas Tech

Texas Tech

TexasTech

College football: Oklahoma St. atTexasTech

BCnotes

Recap from Last Week

30-15
25-20
25 - 20

David Amstutz
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Four membersof the Boston College women's soccer team
were honored by theACC this weekwhen they were included
on the2008 All-ACC team. Senior Caroline Walden,freshman
Julia Bouchelle, and freshman JillianMastroianni were all
named to theAll-ACC second team. Walden, who hasstarted
78 of80 games in her career at BC, was nameda defender on
the team. Bouchelle, who has scoredseven goals this season,
was included as a midfielder. Mastroianni was named the
team's goalkeeper.She has a sterling goals-againstaverage of
0.85 this season. Bouchelle, Mastroianni, andfellowfreshman
Alyssa Pember were also namedto theAll-ACC freshman team.

Catching up with an oldfavorite: Danger Cat
Bobby Bingle

Believe it or not, the magical career of John
Oates did not end with last season. In a big-time
Premier League move, the Manchester Millrats
signed the former Eagle to play next season.
The Manchester Millrats are part of the
PremierBasketballLeague (PBL). The PBL is a
new league that began in January of last season.
It is an off-shoot of the AmericanBasketball
Association, which experiencedsome difficulties
under its new 2007-appointed CEO.
The Manchester Millrats are an expansion
team in the PBL. The team has stated that its
long-term goal is to become associated with the
NBA's DevelopmentalLeague as an affiliate for
the Boston Celtics. This may have seemed unattainable only a fewweeks ago. That is before the
team signed Oates.
Oates, or Danger Cat, as he is commonly referred to, was an integral part of the 2007-2008
Boston College squad. Last season he averaged
20.1 minutes per gameand 4.3 points per game.
Danger Cat made a name for himself in the ACC
with his finesse play. Although 6-foot-10, 255
pounds, the Cat had an uncanny ability to shoot
3-pointers,hitting 42 percent ofhis attempts
from beyond the arc last season.
Danger Cat's play tended to throwteams off.
Theymight have thought that someone ofhis
size would bang downlow. Not Danger.
Instead, he relied on his amazing basketball
IQ by staying out of the mess in the lane and
opting for the minimal physical contact around
the arc. That was wherehe was dangerous.
The Millrats' new coach, Rob Spon, said, "We
can really run the 'pick and pop' to perfection
on the offensive end. He gives us that additional
scoring option." Spon is right about that. No

thanBig Poppa Danger Cat.
Perhaps the most important contribution
Big Danger will makefor the Millrats, however,
one pops better

involves his intangibles.
Anyone who watchedO-Cat play in the ACC
knew that he kind ofstruck fear in opponents'
eyes. He had more veracity and desire to win
than any other player at his position on the BC
team last season.
The Millrats will be lookingto put together
another successful season in the PBL, after finishing with a 28-12 record and making it to the
ABA's final four. There will, however,be strong
competition from the league's 16 other teams.
The Millrats will be tested early, with theirfirst
game coming against the Montreal Sasquatch.
Any team with a nickname that is a singular
noun that's not collective,must be scary good.
Or just scary. Or bad.
The Millrats may meet their biggest challenge
further into the season when they face the likes
of the Quebec Kebs and the Augusta Grooves.
You may be wondering, what is a keb? A keb is a
term commonly used by sports teams in lowlevel, irrelevant leagues. The Augusta Grooves
are basically a poor-man's-bacteria-infestedsoiled-pants Utah Jazz.Nonetheless they should
have mediocregames against the Millrats.
Many players in the league have aspirations
to eventuallymake to the NBA D-League. But
Danger Cat isn't a sellout like that. He looks to
become the best player in the PBL. Or at least
the best big man. Or at least the best MillRat.
Or best big man on the Millrat's. Or best 6-foot 10white guy on the Millrats.
The Millrats need him. But can they handle
Danger Cat is the real question.

BobbyBingle is a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Screw the NBA: This former Eaglescenter has aspirations of becominga star in the Premier Basketball League.

Mystery box set to be opened Friday BC preps for
Fighting Irish
Hockey, from

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

In a much anticipatedunveiling ceremony, the Boston College athletics department will debut a tribute statue honoringformer Heisman Trophy-winnerDoug Flutie on Friday.
By Adam

Rose

For The Heights

Abig box sits outsideofAlumni Stadium with
metal barriers around it. It's been sitting there
for a couple of weeks, causing people to wonder
about what the big box holds. Well no longer will
students have to wonder, because on Friday at 2
p. m., the box willbe opened, and in its place will
standthe newest addition to the athletic landscape
ofBoston College: a statue ofDoug Flutie'sfamous
Hail Mary pass.
In an effort to keep BC pride strong, the athletics departmentis constantly seeking new ways
to keep the traditions fresh in the minds of students andfans alike. As Chris Cameron, associate
athletic director for media relations, said, "The
choice for giving Doug a statue was obvious. It's
a fitting tribute to someone who put BC football
and Boston College on the map and has become

synonymous with the University itself."

The plan to build a Flutie statue began in
earnest last spring when the athletic department
began looking for a sculptor. Athletic Director
Gene DeFilippo, however, already had someone
in mind. In 2004, DeFilippo traveled to St. Louis
to watch the Red Sox clinch the World Series and
saw the work of sculptor Harry Weber, who has
prominent sculptures at 10 different professional
and amateur stadiums, as wellas theBaseball Hall
ofFame in Cooperstown,N.Y. After other members
ofthe departmenttraveled to see Weber's statues
last winter, the decision was made to hire him.
Weber began to work on the statue over the
summer with the goal of unveiling it near the beginning of the season. Jamie DiLoreto, associate
athletic directorfor externaloperations, described
Weber's work ethic when he said, "Harry truly
wanted to capture a defining moment, and I'm
amazed at his attention to detail. He repeatedly

watchedvideo and used over 80 shots of the play
in order to pick the best pose." The pose Weber
finally decided on was Flutie rocking back just
before releasing his 60-yard touchdownpass. The
play-callwillbe inscribed on the statue.
The ceremony itself will be outside Alumni
Stadium's Gate D, where the statue is located.
"We chose Gate D for Doug," Cameron joked. A
seated area will be set up closest to the statue
where Flutie, his family, other YIPs, and the two
voicesof theplay, Dan Davis and Gino Cappelletti,
will sit. While not allof the details are public, the
fans can expect a 30-minutevideo,an appearance
by the BC football team and the Screaming Eagles
Marching Band, and ultimately the unveiling ofthe
statue itself. "This will be a destinationfor fans,
both BC and non-BC ones," Cameron said.
All students are highly encouraged to attend
the celebrationof this special moment in BC history. \u25a0
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spite slumping at the endof the regular season,Notre
Dame went on a tear in the tournament, winning three
games against higher seeds en route to making the
program's first trip to the Frozen Four.
Thiscould shapeup as a gameofMidwest strength
against East Coast speed, with Notre Dame's big
lineup looking to prevent BC's quick and smaller
players from running wild.
"We're probably a little bit faster than in prior
years,probablya littlebit quicker," Jacksonsaid. "We
do try to hit teams with our strength."
"I think we alwaysbring sort of a fast, small team
to the table," Orpik said. "They're probably going to
be a littlebit bigger than us, but at the same time, we
saw howwell they can skate lastyear too.
"I think whatthey're going to try to do is lull us to
sleep and try to frustrate us and try to capitalize off
turnovers that we're gonna try to limit. If we'reable
to establishour cycle, Ithink we're going to be pretty
successful."
TheIrishreturn many of theirkey playersfromlast
season's runner-up finish. Jackson's team is anchored
by senior goalie JordanPearce, whoplayed well inthe
NCAA tournament, stopping 81 of 89 shots, before
Nathan Gerbe, Joe Whitney, and Ben Smithput four
pucks past him.
Pearce's early numbers are down slightly from
last year. Through six games, Pearce is 3-3-0 with a
2.36 goals-againstaverage and a .902 save percentage. He shut out Sacred Heart on Oct. 17, but in the
Irish's toughest test this season at Denver on Oct. 11,
Pearce allowedfour third-periodgoals on 11 shots in
the 5-2 loss.
"He played extremely well this past weekend
[against Northern Michigan]," Jackson said. "I
thoughthe playedOK against Denver,probably could
have been a bit sharper On a given night, he can be
a difference-maker, and I think that's all you can ask
a goalie to be."
Notre Dame has a balanced offense that is led in
scoring by lan Cole, who assisted on the Irish's lone
goal against BC last April. Kevin Deeth scored that
goaland is tiedfor second on the team in scoring this
season. Billy Maday,Erik Condra, and Christian Hanson are also dangerous threatsto the Eagles. \u25a0
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What
did you
expect?

Holy Must-Win

Numbers to Know

5
Consecutive games Boston
College has won over Holy War
rival Notre Dame.

0-1
Field hockey's record against
Wake Forest, the team it will
face in the first round of the
conference championships on
Thursday.

3

Zach Wielgus

A few weeksago, I was eating lunch with
afreshmanfriend ofminewhen the upcoming footballgame against Virginia Tech took
overthe conversation. Images ofMattRyan
scramblingto his leftand throwing across
his body to AndreCallender for the gamewinning touchdownpleasantlyfloatedin my
head, just as they dowhenever I think about
thebuddingrivalry between theEagles and
Hokies. But then, I was snappedback to

Members of the women's ice
hockey team who received
conference honors this week.

9
Events in which the men's
swimming team took first place
against Keene State on Sunday.

reality.

Talk of the Heights BC is relying on Mark Herzlich and his defensive counterparts to pressure a talented Notre Dame offense, led by Jimmy Clausen.
in losses against UNC and
to put some points on the board against
" [The new Doug Eagles must bounce performance
Clemson.
a suspect defense go to waste.
Flutie statue] is back in win column
The Irish defensive players and sta"We try not to lose our confidence,"
said widereceiver Rich Gunnell. "I felt tistics are nothing to scoff at, but they
a fitting tribute
By Charles Moore
like during theNC State game, we startdon't necessarily strike fear into oppoDAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTS EDITOR

to someone who
put BC football
on the map and

has become
synonymous with
the university
itself." S

'

-Chris Cameron,
Associate Athletic Director

Heights

Staff

The Boston College offense has experienced a wide variety of peaks and
valleys so far this season. Highs such as a
578-yardperformance against NC State
have not been experienced in the last
two games. Lows such as a third-down
conversion rate of 3-18 on Saturday
were more representative of the overall

ed findingourselves and against Virginia
Tech it started to carry over a little bit
more and then after a few losses it felt
like we're startingto lose our confidence
a littlebit."
Ifthere were any time for the offense
to get that confidence back, now would
be the time. With rival NotreDame coming into town for the weekend, the offense can illafford to letthe opportunity

ACC
Standings
Football
Atlantic Division Record
Maryland
6-2
Florida State
6-2
Wake Forest
5-3
College
Boston
5-3
Clemson
4-4
NC State
2-6
Record
7-2
6-3
5-4
6-2
5-3
4-4

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Sophomore goalkeeper John Muse made 32 saves in BC's 4-3 overtime win on Saturday.
By Dan Cagen

Heights

Staff

With all the attention on the Notre
Dame football team making the trek to
Chestnut Hill this weekend, the visit by
the Notre Dame hockey team may have
slipped under the radar. Although the

Game to Watch
Football

Boston
College

offense can take solace in the fact that
Notre Dame's 42nd-ranked defense in
the country has given up large amounts
of yards both on the ground (203 by

See BC-ND, B6

BC gears up for rematch

for MediaRelations

Coastal Division
Georgia Tech
Miami
Virginia
North Carolina
Virginia Tech
Duke

nents. They havebeen able to pad their
stats by playing teams like the Washington Huskies, who managed to put
up a measly 124 totalyards. Yet, the BC

attention may not be as high, the quality
of play willcertainly not be lacking.
Thelast time No. 12Notre Dame (4-3-0) and No. 2 BostonCollege (5-1-0,) met,

the stakes were as high as can be. When
thenational championship was on theline
last April in Denver, the Eagles turned
backtheFighting Irish, 4-1, to capture the

Don't miss the opportunity
to watch Al Skinner's
squad battle it out in
its final inter-squad
scrimmage. Doors open
at 10 a.m. on Saturday,
Nov. Bth. The open
scrimmage is located in
the Power Gym on the
North Side (Plex side) of
Conte Forum. Warm up
your spirit a little early on
Notre Dame weekend and
support your Eagles!

The HolyWar resumes once again as the
Eagles take on their storied rival, the
Fighting Irish, on their home turf.
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Saturday, 8 p.m., ESPN

THIS ISSUE

See Hockey, B6

OPEN BASKETBALL PRACTICE

Notre
Dame

INSIDE SPORTS

school's third national championship.
The two teams will meet this Friday
at ConteForum for the first time since, a
night beforethe two schools battle it out
in football. The Holy War on the gridiron
hasbecome a strongrivalry, especiallyfor
BC fans; the hopeis thatthe ice match-up
can get to thatpoint. BC willbe putting on
a jointpep rally for the hockey and football games outside O'Neill this afternoon.
AndrewOrpik willbe one of the speakers
representing the hockey team.
"It's going to be a lot of fun," Orpik
said. "Youjustlook at the whole Holy War
aspectbetweenBC and NotreDame and it
makes it pretty special. Then youkind of
throwin what happenedlast year, and we
don'twantto dwell on it too much, and it
doesn'treally mean that much to us, but
at the same time, it kind of adds a little
flavor to the weekend."
In just his fourth season in South
Bend, Ind., head coach Jeff Jackson has
brought the Irish back to prominence. A
two-timenational championship coach at
Lake Superior State, Jacksonknows what
it takesto get to the highest level.
"Our program needs to build its tradition like Boston College, but we need to
recruit andbuild up (to get to that level),"
Jackson said. "I think we can build our
program to that point."
The Irish took a big step in jumping
onto the national scene last season. De-

"Wow, it must havebeen amazing to see
MattRyan playin person," my friend said.
Amazing doesn'teven scratch the
surface; but thatwas last season. It was
fun while it lasted, but now, it should not
be anythingmore to Superfansthan sweet
memories. Unfortunately, thisidea doesn't
seem to have resonatedlike it should have.
Last seasonwas surreal;now theBoston
College footballfaithful are having a difficult
timeaccepting that this season may not
yieldan ACC championship berth or any
flirtationswith the top 25, letalone BCS
bowltalk.
Yetwasn'tthis to be expected?
Ryan departed forbetter things in
Atlanta(how oftendo you hear that?).
Twofreshmen replaced two seniors in the
backfield, and nearly the entire secondary
graduated as well,putting mostly untested
underclassmenin the lineoffire. On paper,
BC was supposedto struggle abit, and was
predicted to finish fourth in publications
nationwide.
Sure, Superfans scoffed at this, refusing
to believe the team could fall thatfar after
such a magical season. Theyreasonedthat
ChrisCrane has experience, JoshHaden
is a four-star recruit, andtherepetitions
thebench received will cover up theloss
ofDeJuan Tribbleand JamieSilva. I said
the samething and evenstarted to believe
it a little after trouncing RhodeIsland and
winning a shootout over Tom O'Brien (which
will never get old). But even the victories
over cellar-dwellersproduced signs that
the success wouldbe short-lived,signs that
were there in theloss to GeorgiaTech at the
beginningof the season. Inaccuratethrows,
spottypass defense, vanillaplay calling,
poor special teams, nagging injuries - we all
sawthem, we all knew they wouldbe there
throughoutthe season, maybe evenbefore
theregular seasonbegan.
We shouldhave seen this coming.
Althoughrepeating last year's success was
unlikely,thereremained a glimmer ofhope
becauseofthe weak ACC and BC's 5-1 start.
That glimmer ofhope, however,is whathas
createdthe current angry mobof Superfans
campus-wide and unnecessarily so.
The ones callingfor Crane's benching
or Jags' head need to take a step back and
rememberwhere they are. Chestnut Hill,
Mass., has never been a footballpowerhouse, and whileit is the coachingstaff's
responsibilityto get the most out of their
team, this year's team has more potential
thanproductivity, and it always has. Injuries
to Alex Albright, DeLeon Cause, and Brian
Toalhaven't helped, either.
Considerthis: The Eaglesplay 11 freshmenor sophomoresextensively; thatis
just under half the team. A squadwith that
makeupwill have an extremelytough time
contendingin any conference, even ifit is
a mediocreone. And the thing is, we knew
this. MattRyan and theEagles of2007
soared,but thatwas as good as it's going
to get, save for another experience-loaded
team ledby a superstar quarterbackthat
may come alongin the future. Whoknows
whatthis team could be in two years, but
this season was deemed a transitionalone
for goodreason.
Simplyput, last season was an aberration, one thatrarely comes around at this
school. Perhapsglancing at the recent bowl
bids sponsoredby MPC Computers and
Meineke willserveas an accurate reminder
ofwherethis team traditionally finishes the
season. It may not be idealto recognize
thatthis team is a seven-win team, but it is
realistic. It's maintaining thatrealism that
will makethedecent seasons enjoyableand
the extraordinary seasons,such aslast year,
amazing.

Zach Wielgus is the assistant copy editor of
The Heights. He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.

Women's soccer

The Eagles defeatedDuke, 1-0, in first-round
ACC tournament action. B7

Who misses John Oates?

Well, someone does.That's why we took the time to
inform you ofhis current whereabouts.B7

Editor's Picks
BC Notes
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Editor?s Corner
The Calendar
Thursday

Friday

RJD2
The Rat

STEVEN KELLOGG & THE SIXERS
Paradise Rock Club

THE DECEMBERISTS
Orpheum Theatre

BRADDIGAN
Cafe 939

STEVEN KELLOGG & THE SIXERS
Paradise Rock Club

UMELT, STATE YOUR MIND
Bill's Bar

BENNY BENASSI
The Roxy

THE PRESS PROJECT
Harpers Ferry

Sunday

Saturday
CARLOS MENCIA
Wilbur Theatre

DRIVE-BY TRUCKERS, THE HOLD STEADY
Orpheum Theatre

ARI HEST
Cafe 939

THE GUTTER TWINS
Paradise Rock Club

WORLD/INFERNO FRIENDSHIP SOC.
T.T. The Bear's Place

AC/DC

808 WEIR & RATDOG
Orpheum Theatre

NINE INCH NAILS
DCU Center

TD Banknorth Garden

A Date with Your Editor
Graphics Design Editor Ryan Littman-Quinn, better known

as Q, is known to sport many different looks. One day he's the

mountain man in his flannel shirt and full-on scruff. The next
he's rocking the handlebar mustache, complete with sideburns.
And then he changes it up again with a backwards cap and cleanshaven face. He likes to keep us guessingin the appearence
department, but he never keeps us guessing with his impeccably
creative graphics. Q justsits in his corner, mellows out to his
iTunes library, and lets the creativityflow. - Blair Thill

...

"So, long Sarah I mean Tina"
Promptly following the election on Wednesday
morning, Tina Fey announced to media outlets that
she'd be trading in her Alaskan accent and designer
frocks for her native New York sound and working girl
wear. Yes, Fey, who has captured international attention

for her spot-on portrayal of Sarah Palm on Saturday
Night Live, is putting her imitation to rest. "I have to
retire just because I have to do my day job," Fey told
Entertainment Weekly. And with that, an era of sorts
ends.
Ever since debuting as Sarah Palm on Sept. 13, Fey entered a nearly two-month
whirlwind of work that complemented her political alter-ego Palm. She was already
executive producer, writer, and star of her own comedy 30 Rock. As if working three jobs
weren't enough, Fey took on a fourth as Palm, working doubleduties on two projects.
In doing so, Fey one time showed up to the set of SNL with a 30 Rock writer, so pushed
for time that she had to write in between herrehearsal and live show. This hard work
certainly characterizes her hard work ethic and passion for her creative material.
J

Fey worked wondersfor the struggling show, which had up until her appearance been
suffering from increasingly declining ratings in the midst of countless creative setbacks.
For the fall season, viewership of the show is now up 70 percent. She helped bring a new
sense of relevancy to the show, which more than any media outlet seemed to provide an
in-depth examination of the politics of the 2008 presidential election.
Perhaps Fey's true motivator, apart from having a role that could not be perfect for
her (she looks exactly like Palm, as Alec Baldwin found out on one SNL skit), was the
hope that these ratings successes would draw viewers into her own, moderately-viewed
show. Sure, it was the talk of the Emmys last go-around. But, as we saw with Arrested
Development, creative gold can only keep a show with little viewers alive for so long;
advertising dollars speak. And sure enough, with all of the media exposure Fey has gotten,
her show saw a 20 percent increase in its Neilson numbers for its October 30 debut.
As a replacement, Fey placed her confidence in current SNL cast member Kristen Wiig.
When Entertainment Weekly asked Fey if there'd be an official torch passing, she said,
"Maybe we could get a real torch. Or I could give Wiig the Palm wig." Wiig can try all she
wants to fill the void, but chances are she won't be able to fill the void left by Fey.
If you know Fey, it's obvious that she wants to be remembered for her more artistic
efforts such as 30 Rock and not for her short turn as Sarah Palm. In the long run this will
happen. For now, it's hard to part with the genius that she created. To be fair, it pains me
more to lose her than just about every candidate out there.
It's good to see Fey gain the fame that she deserves. Hopefully her Nielson numbers
will continue to increase. There's no doubt her creative horizons will continue to peak. As
for SNL on the other hand, without an election year or Amy Poehler to draw in viewers for
next season, it's fate will remain uncertain. One thing's certain, though: we haven't seen

d¥

the last of Sarah Palm.
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The Burn List
1
1. If you could be any TV character, who would you be and
why? Tic between Dr. Zoidberg of Futurama and Randy Marsh
from South Park, two of the greatest cartoon characters of all
time.
2. My magazine of choice is Sports Illustrated... when there
is no Cosmo lying around.
The Old Man and the Sea by
3. My favorite author/book is
Hemingway.
Ernest
4. The movie I've watched 100 times is... Team America
Trey Parker and Matt Stone are geniuses.
5. My sense of style is Whatever is comfortable, practical,
and relativelyclean.
6. My drink of choice is Green tea and whiskey.
7. My favorite Law and Order is I don't watch it.
8. Where I hope to be in the next 10 years is : In 10 years
will
be in my early 30's so I will be preparing for an illustrious
I
career as a stay-home Dad.

...
...

...
...
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Jessica Simpson tells Cosmo Tony Romo "saved her"
Word is Romo is now receiving death threats.

Simon Cowell's girlfriend dumps him
(J)
j£

The exact events are still a bit sketchy, but reports say the words
"dreadful" and "cabaret" were used.

3

50 Cent to mentor in a new MTV reality show for wannabe moguls
How much money can twelve 50 Cent wannabes possibly make?

4

Britney Spears' new album titled Circus

5

She used the original title for mother Lynne's book on parenting.

Ryan Reynolds runs the NYC Marathon in 3 hours and
50 minutes
M
If Scarlett Johanssen was waiting for you at the finish line, you'd
run that fast too.

TV
Death to

sitcoms

What We?re Watching

BC TUBE

By

Julia Padeanu

For The Heights

1. Post-Election Coverage - With
such a historic election wrapping
up, it's no wonder most of us will
be tuning in every now and again
to see live coverage and check the
numbers. Regardless of the victory by
Democratic nominee Barack Obama,
voterswill still be curious to see how
it all played out. Projections and
graphs will be invading our TVscreens
as we try to make sense of what all
the colors and patterns mean. Catch
it on the nightly news and all major
24-hour news networks every day

I

got my first television in my
bedroom when I was in the
fifth grade. It was a white TV
with a built-in VCR - pretty
ghetto with its 13-inch screen - but
mine all the same. Most parents are
against putting TVs in theirchildren's
bedrooms, babbling about lost brain
cells and too much violence. But I
didn't want a television in my room
so I could watch the blubbering "true life" characters of Real World, or the
bad guy ass-kicking of Chuck Norris on USA reruns of Walker Texas Ranger. I
usually had on one of two channels: Nick at Nite or TV Land.
From fifth grade to high school, Nick at Nite in particular was a staple
of my late night watching. I remember the nightly summer marathons of
such classics as / Love Lucy and Bewitched. I would stay up until 3 in the
morning, just soaking in the brilliance of these early sitcoms. Then, Nick at
Nite started adding newer shows to its repertoire, slowly making their way
through the generationsfrom The Jeffersons to The Cosby Show.
And then Nick at Nite did something horrible - they aired TV shows from
the '90s. Now, there was some fabulous television in the decade in which
we grew up. Between Friends and Seinfeld, you have two of the greatest
sitcoms ever made. But Nick at Nite started showing Home Improvement,
The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, and Full House. While I will admit that the last
two shows happen to have been childhood favorites of mine, I don't think
they have any business being on a classic TV network. Will Smith's antics
as the Fresh Prince were hilarious, but nowhereequal to the scheming redhaired antics of Lucille Ball. Now the aforementioned shows are joinedby
such gems as The GeorgeLopez Show, which I'm pretty sure no one watched
when it was on ABC.
Pretty soon, I couldn't even tune into TV Land for comfort. Prime example
of the deterioration: TV Land runs ExtremeMakeover: Home Edition. Really,
TV Land? This is considered classic TV? I believe the decline of these two
networks, these two staples of my childhood, is a bigger statement on the
decline of the sitcom. By not honoring thereal forerunners of television and
the best characters in TV, what exampleare we setting for thefuture? With
the exception of about three comedies playing on the major networks, the
sitcom is, for all intents and purposes, dead. Maybe Nick at Nite and TV Land
should take part of the blame in this, and realize that their time is better
served educating the new generation of watchers by showing / Love Lucy,
not Ty Pennington's hyperactivity.

this week.

2. Gossip Girl We can't help but love it. This overly
dramatic teenage series that outdoes the old "popular
rich kids" shows such as 90210 and The OC has got most
teen girls hooked - and lets face it, a good number of
guys also. This show makes Mondays just a little more
bearable. Tune in to The CW, Monday at 8 p.m.
?

3. Grey's Anatomy - Take a bunch of young, very attractive, witty doctors, add a splash of eccentric characters
and a good dose of intense drama, and you have one of
the hottest TV shows out there. It is impossible to walk
into the dining hall on Friday morning and not hear the
names Derek and Meredith being thrown around at the
table. Tune in to ABC Thursday at 9 p.m.

CLOSE-UP
[

Tracy Morgan

with Tim Dahl
Tracy Morgan has been gracing our television sets for nearly two decades. He

big break on Saturday Night Live, where he made a name for himself along
such heavyweights as Will Ferrell and Chris Kattan (side note: Is Chris Kattan still
alive?). Upon leaving SNL, NBC gave him his own show, The Tracy Morgan Show,
where he played a working-class family man. This show was so bad that I thought
we would never see Tracy work on television again. Thankfully, he got another
shot when Tina Fey cast him in her Emmy-winning sitcom, 30 Rock, which finally
allowed his genius to come alive like toys when your back is turned.
Morgan plays Tracy Jordan, a "straight-up mentally ill" movie star who was
brought on to 30 Rock's show-within-a-show, TGS, to boost the male audience. His
zany, celebrity antics stand out in the always hilarious show. Just try not laughing
while watching him create a porn video game or stab Conan O'Brien. Check him
out tonight at 9:30 p.m. on NBC.
got his
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Music
Q-Tip?s ?Renaissance? cleanses hip-hop

NEWS + NOTES
+BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN'S
FOLLOW-UP TO 2007'S
SMASHMAGIC IS
REPORTEDLY INTHE
WORKS. BEFORE
LENDING A HAND TO
OBAMA'S CAMPAIGN,
SPRINGSTEEN LAID
DOWN TRACKSFOR
THE NEW ALBUM,
WHICH MAY DROP
BEFORE OBAMA'S
INAUGURATION.THE

By Zak Jason
Heights Staff
"What good is an ear if a Q-Tip isn't
in it?" asks pioneer emcee Q-Tip in the
opening track of his first official album in
nine years, The Renaissance. Aside from a
handful of talented artists, including Lupe
Fiasco, Kanye West, and Spank Rock - that
is to say, aside from a few
rappers influenced by and
staying true to groups like
Q-Tip's legendary A Tribe
Called Quest - Q-Tip poses
a very valid inquiry. In his
absence, hip-hop hasn't
produced much to cleanse
the ear. What with the "dubious ruffians without the
chops" (as Will Ferrell's
Robert Goulet would say) filling the airwaves, hip-hop has built up a lot of wax.
So does Q-Tip revamp the rap world? Is
the album aptly named The Renaissance 1
Kind of. There is nothing groundbreakingor
Richter-scale-shaking in the album. But at
the same time, The Renaissance - with its
jazzy jams, slick and simple beats, smooth
sampling from old funk and Motown numbers, and the crisp and rolling tongue of
Q-Tip - marks a rebirth of a fresh, fun sound
and attitude seldom heard today.
The Renaissance opens with a trio of
silky and sultry tracks to set the stage for a
late-nightparty. The thumping bass in each
song, coupled with the soft plucking piano
tumbling up and down the scales, seems
to transmit through your ears and send
you to some after-party in a swanky hotel
lobby that Q-Tip and his DJ have crashed.
The hot-mama Motown samples in "Won't
Trade" and the bumping sensuality of the
not-so-subtle lovemaking song "Gettin' Up"
(the album's first single) enliven the party
andrattle the chandeliers, while the hotel's

.

Off the Record
with Jeff Wallace

4

.

BOSS IS ALSO

SET TO PLAY
THE SUPER
BOWL
HALFTIME
SHOW WITH
THE E STREET BAND.
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lounge pianist continues to pluck
through his warm and sleepy tunes in the
corner, accompanied by sexy flute puffs,
lending an electrifying duality to the lobby
party in our ear buds. With such varying
sounds surging in simultaneously, whether
starting a party, zoning in to study, or get-..
ting ready to
get down (or
"get up" as
Q puts it),?/
the first few//,
tracks of the£'
album can set
the mood for
/ J/
a range of occasions. Q-Tip's ability to
connect with listeners on multiple levels
through multiple levels of sound really
highlights his talents.
But the party crashes with a few filler
tracks cluttering the middle, namely "You"
and "We Fight/We Love." Both songs trudge
along with weak hooks and trite, repetitive

"In

I feel like I have hit a musical midlife crisis, and I need
your help. Simply put, nothing impresses me like it used
to. That's not to say that I
can't still seek refuge in my
standbys, but whether it's in
music or life (for me, the two
go hand in hand), I always
have a fear of becoming too
comfortable. It justseems like
after a while, everything will
eventually lose its luster. It
really bothers me that a song
hits you much differently on
the first listen than on the
thousandth. But we all have
to grow.
Generally I use my column as a vehicle to feature
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lines like "At the end of it all it's you" - a
nice sentiment, and maybe a decent song
on its own, but in The Renaissance, it breaks
the flow of the album. These two songs,
along with thedry "Shaka," fall flat for one
main reason: Q-Tip breaks from his roots
and tries to sound like today's mainstream
t

Q-TitfS/iibfs&hce, hiipf

_

_.

.

hip-hop.

But in the rest
Df the album, he
reveals he's beyond hip-hop today

by throwing back
to tricks from the
days. After the
Did
...ii
.-*..
filler, Q-Tip revitalizes the party full-force
with the epic "Move," the longest and
strongest song on the album, completewith
all the tried-and-true flavors in the emcee's
repertoire: fresh and biting free-styling,
grooving samples, funky synth swirls, and
pure pounding bass. Listen to The Renaissance and clean out your ears. B

__

a band that has played a big
part in shaping my week.
But this week, there is nothing of substance working its

getting shorter. I still dance at
shows, but it feels more like
a chore rather than a calling
to being.

+KINKS SINGER RAY
DAVIESHAS REVEALED
THAT THE '60S
POWERHOUSE IS
WORKING ON NEW
MATERIAL. FINALLY
BURYING THE
HATCHET WITH HIS
BROTHER DAVE, RAY
REVEALED, "IT
IS TOO EARLY
TO JUDGE THE
QUALITY. WE
WANT GOOD
NEW MUSIC.
I'D LIKE TO DO
IT AS A MORE
COLLABORATIVE
THING THAN
WE USED TO
DO."

+ AFTER REUNITING LAST YEAR WITH PHIL COLLINS
HANDLING FRONTMAN DUTIES, GENESIS HAS
REPORTEDLY REACHED OUT TO ORIGINALLEAD MAN
PETER GABRIELTO PAY HOMAGETO THE BAND'S EARLY
YEARS. "I THINK WE SHOULDDO THIS BEFORE ONE OF
US DIES; WE'RE NOT
GETTING ANY

YOUNGER,"
STEVE
HACKETT
SAID. COLLINS
WILL HAPPILY
RETURN TO
THE DRUM
KIT IF GABRIEL
REJOINS.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

on my cell phone.
In a little over 300 words,
I already feel better. To pay
homage to my least favorite
way through my speakers;
My car was once my only beer, I guess I needed to vent.
and rather than waste your safe haven. The radio was an Rather than fall into this deep,
time with a string of religious evil force that submitted to dark state, I see it as an oppormetaphors describing some my endless collection of live tunity to discover new things.
random band's approach to its CDs. The longer the drive the At this point, I am really open
to anything. Send me a country
craft, I am going to step back better - my four-door forceand explore this odd rut I find field would protect me as I music album and, hell, I just
often lost my voice trying to may give it a listen (nothing
myself in.
days
spendkeep up with Robert Plant, bothers me more than country,
Gone are the
of
ing hundreds of dollars to or came dangerously close so it better be good). I think
travel to see The Black Crowes to getting pulled over when that if I step back and give
just to latch onto Chris RobinTool kicks into the chorus on my favorites a rest, I will only
son's nervous pleas. My ability "46 a 2." Now I listen to the appreciate them more when
to set everything else aside radio and generally settle on it is time to return. If anyone
and get lost in a song is quickly familiar songs and use them has any suggestions, feel free
fading. My attention span is as background music as I talk to contact me.

World/Inferno brings danger to Hallowmas
in full costume, makeup, and fake
blood - to New York to attend.
After the opening ceremonies
by the Odd Child Uprising, a small
crew of what can only be described
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By Greg

Kita

For The Heights
Most concerts don't open with
performers lying on a bed of razors
or doing stunts on broken glass.
At most concerts, it is unheard
of for spectators to leap from the
balcony into the crowd below. At
most concerts, the audience do
not amble out after the curtain
closes feeling as if a truck has hit
them. But Hallowmas is not most
concerts, and the World/Inferno
Friendship Society is certainly not
most bands.
Based in Brooklyn, N.Y., the
World/Inferno FriendshipSociety is
fronted by vocalist JackTerricloth,
an animated, well-dressed man
with a self-announced penchant for

Single

as a Halloween circus, and acoustic-punk act the 241 ers, the crowd
grew impatient; though the show
was slated for an 8 p.m. start,
it was well near midnight before
World/Inferno took the stage. But
the wait only served to rile up the
crowd, which, by the time World/
Inferno started playing, was set to
explode - and explode it did.
The band opened with "One For
the Witches," with Terricloth strolling on stage, a bottle of red wine
in hand, to the crowd's chanting
of the song's chorus, "We know!"
Throughout the night, couples met
and broke for impromptu waltzes,
red wine and bad ideas. Though no crowd surfers leapt from the stage
one can deny that World/Inferno - one individual going so far as to
is a punk band at heart, the range jumpfrom the balcony above - and
of styles found in its music - from the mosh pit left many bruised but
cabaret to circus themes, achieved no one disappointed (as Terricloth
largely through the use of a full himself said between songs, "if
brass section - has served to difthere's anyone here with a clear
ferentiate World/Inferno from its conscience, they would've never
contemporaries and earned the bought these tickets"). The band
band a dedicated fan base.
played for upward of two hours,
That fan base was out in full performing the Hallowmas-exclusive
swing this weekend for Hallowmas, song "Pumpkin Time," as well as five
World/Inferno's annual Halloween encores, including "Addicted to Bad
show, at the sold-out Brooklyn MaIdeas" and "So Long to the Circus,"
sonic Temple. Though World/Inferno the latter ending with Terricloth
shows are unreal in their own right, throwing a deck of playing cards
Hallowmas is something different into the audience, save for a single
all together; indeed, the band is card - the jack of clubs. World/Inknown to spend months planning ferno is set to play TT the Bear's
the Hallowmas show, and fans will this Saturday, Nov. 8 in Cambridge,
travel for hours on end - dressed Mass. A+

Single

Single
LLCool]
"Mr. President"
DefJamlViohter

Guns N' Roses
"Chinese
Democracy"
Interscope

Axl Rose is at the point of no return.
The title track from his decade-long
opus, Chinese Democracy, has been ruling the radios for the better half of two
weeks. The long waitis even prolonged
further by a minute of dramatic white
noise. Sure enough, as expected, we are
greeted with an obligatory crunchy guitar riff, sans Slash's top hat, of course.
Rose's drawl is confusing at times, often
channeling Ozzy Osboumes long-winded
later efforts, but Rose pays us back with
a soaring chorus. C+ - Jeff Wallace

In Stores
Next Week

Taylor Swift
Fearless

?

Warner Bros.

Big Machine Records

ChartToppers
Singles

1. Whatever You Like-T.I.
2. Live Your Life T.I. ft. Rihanna
3. If I Were A Boy Beyonce
4. So What-Pink
5. Womanizer Britney Spears

-

-

-

College Albums

-

1. Dear Science TV on the Radio
2. Offend Maggie Deerhoof
3. Acid Tongue Jenny Lewis
4. Only By The Night Kings of Leon
5. Furr Blitzen Trapper

-

-

SOURCE: BILLBOARD.COM & CMJ.COM

Single
Young Jeezyft.
Nas
"Mr. President"

Chris Brown ft.

Keri Hilson
"Superhuman"
Jive Records

Defjam

There was a time when LL Cool J
was the king of hip-hop, but to say
he's stale now is a bit of an understatement. "Mr. President" makes
that fact all the more obvious. Set
up as an open letter to the current
president, LL Cool J fumbles his
way through the song like it's the
first time he's picked up the mic. I
won't even go into how completely
irrelevant the lyrics are. LL, go listen
to "Radio" and get yourself back on
track. D Chris Parlow

Seal
Soul

Besides proclaimingmultipletimes
that his "president is black," Jeezy
doesn't actually address any issues;
he talks about his rims a little bit
though. No, the real reason to listen
to this song is the blistering verse by
the legend, Nas. Nas is a master poet
and proves his legendary status with
what is undoubtedly one of the best
verses of the year. By the time he's
done, you'll forget that this actually
is a Young Jeezy song, which may be
a good thing. B - C.P.

The platinum-selling Chris Brown is
back again with another duet, "Superhuman," featuring a new R&B sensation,
Keri Hilson. Together they combine to
create wonderful harmonies in the name
of love. This soul-touching song talks
about being in a relationship in which
both parties change each other's lives
immensely through their miraculous love.
This song is sure to be labeled as many
couples' "song" on the dance floor, and
possibly will even pop up on a wedding
soundtrack. A - Leslie-Anne Fletcher

ALL ALBUM COVERPHOTOS COURTESYOF AMAZON.COM
the
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Asst. Arts ft Review Editor
By

Oneside

is living the dream. As eager disciples of The Band,
the members of this Boston-based quartet have smuggled
their icon's rustic swagger into the 21st century, stopping
off at each bluegrass joint along the way to grab a drink
and ask for directions. Oneside's sound lingers with experience and
echoes of humility and at times feels more local to the beat up front
porches of backwoods West Virginia than the sweaty bars that feature
Pabst Blue Ribbon specials in the Northeast. But Oneside really has
no limits - both in leveraging its diverse batch of influences across
a broad canvas, and casually choosing how to deliver the mix in a
tightly packaged, accessible groove. The band has toured the nation,
played established festivals like South By Southwest (SXSW), Floyd
Fest in Virginia, High Sierra in California, and Austin City Limits, and
even once had a true rock-star moment at the Watergate Hotel in
Washington, D.C.; but the members of Oneside still have day jobs.
"We work from Monday to Wednesday and a half," said banjo player
Chris Hersch as the other members of the band laughed.
Settling into his Harpoon I.P.A. and working his way through a plate
of pancakes (keep in mind it is about 3 p.m. on a Friday), bassist
Grafton Pease admitted, "We have day jobs that
understand what we are doing; and a sort of
prerequisite for finding a day job was that they
have to be flexible with our flexible schedule."
Onside's first full-length album, First, To Last,
was recorded earlier this year on a tight budget,
mostly between the honest hours of 10 p.m. and 7
a.m. "We are paying back some debt from getting
everything pressed and being on the road for two
months. Once we do that we will hopefully start
to make a little money from touring around,"
said lead singer and guitarist Ned deßary. To keep
the cost of production down, Oneside relied on a
connection with a friend from Boston University.
"We recorded it with a friend of ours who went to
the BU Center for Digital Imaging and Arts. They
had just built asl million studio
we were able
to set up a thing that we could go in after school
was done and use the facilities all night long,"
deßary said. This opportunity gave Oneside access
to top-notch equipment, and during the six-month
process, the band trimmed 15 working songs into
11 concise yet refreshingly diverse numbers.
When realizing that BU was Boston College's
Commonwealth Aye. rival, Pease changed the story
a bit and offered this advice: "You could just write
down another Boston school with the name Boston
in it."
With deßary's rustic howl keenly offset by
Hersch's playful banjo sprints, which are both
kept in place by drummer Jake Brooks' careful
phrases and Pease's lazy low-end gait, First,
To Last is a laid-back journey that drips with a
brash, carefree spirit. It is a slow burn at times
but never misses an opportunity to take off with a

...
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friendly jog. On the surface, Oneside's sound adheres to a simple diet
of Jack Daniels and late nights of hazy moral discovery that generally
beget lazy mornings to follow. But underneath it grows increasingly
complex. Hersch's acoustic banjo comfortably treads water in a sea
of tone-hungry sharks - unafraid to toss in some melodic bait for his
band members to prey on."It can be frustrating sometimes. It's hard
to keep the pureness of the sound without making it too tinty," Hersch
admitted. "For me it's a balance between trying to keep the natural
tone and turn the volume up loud enough. The other half is just as
rewarding because when it does work, it's very different," he added.
Originally a jazz musician, Hersch is content with his new place. "One
of the reasons why I switched to banjo is because jazz music can be
very intellectual, sometimes too cerebral, so I think the banjo is pretty
down to earth," he said.
"The banjo shouldn't be confined to bluegrass. It shouldn't be
just a happy instrument. It can be in a rock band. It's more versatile
than people give it credit for. The guitar went through the same
discrimination in its early days. The banjo is going through the same
process right now," Hersch said as Pease and Brooks made fun of him
for his passionate and sensitive answer.
Pease immediately jumped in with the suggestion: "All right let's go
get a beer." He even went as far as coyly equating the banjo's presence
to this simile: "It's like a Sunday-morning-breakfast-and-coffee mellow
as opposed to rainy-Saturday-night-alone-with-no-date mellow."
To this point, Brooks remained relatively silent, focusing on his
plate of pancakes and often drumming on his thigh to the beat of the
background music. This is fitting because to the untrained ear, his role
in Oneside's framework could be easily overlooked. "It's been really
nice to learn how to become a softer, more intellectual drummer as
opposed to a loud and fast, smash and grab style. It takes more skill to
learn how to play with a lot of intensity while still being quiet," Brooks
said as the other guys joked that this is the most that he has said to
anyone in four years.
"It wouldn't be possible with a different drummer. The acoustic
banjo would not work without Jake's drumming," Hersch added.
Oneside's van was packed and a four-hour drive to a gig in Maine lay
ahead of them. Shortly before storming the Middle East in Cambridge
for a record-release party on Oct. 3, the band finished up a two-month
tour. Packed into a sweaty van, Oneside got a fresh look at what "The
Dream" entails. Deßary admits, "You sort of have to take it day by
day because, when you start out, you have grand plans and you slowly
realize what it's going to be." But Oneside grew as a band and built
up its confidence. "Just going to big crowds that we had no friends in
to cheer for us, it seemed like we were in over our heads. But having
1,000 people in a field watching us and just knowing that we can keep
their attention and make people dance and get them into it gave us a
lot of confidence," deßary said.
In the commercial sense, Oneside still has not made it. But they
undoubtedly have the skill, possess the workmanlike assertion that
they belong, and carry a certain intangible uniqueness in sound. Living
and playing on their own terms, they are not afraid of the future.
"When we face a challenging audience, we are psyched to win these
people over," deßary said. Oneside has already won over a small devout
following, now the rest lies in the hands of luck.
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+ Film

Smart' and rent the refreshing

?Get

By Kristen

House
For The Heights
Some time ago, the scenario of Steve Carell
and Anne Hathaway teaming up to create an
action/comedy movie would have seemed an
improbable, if not impossible, task. Then came
Get Smart, this summer'saccidental action movie
thatfreshened up the classic televisionshow and
created a box-office hit. Now all the hilarity is
available on DVD.
Improvisational guru Carell (CONTROL agent
Maxwell Smart) and equally funny Hathaway
(Agent 99) infuse a heavy dose of comedy into
the usual formula. Even minor characters hold

THE
REEL
LIFE
with Chase Kinser
In this era of comic book films and
raunchy romantic comedies, I cannot
help but wonder where the hero went.
But what exactly do I mean by "hero?"
I'm referring to the old Western one.

Remember the badass heroes who would
come to save the day, especially in
the form of either John Wayne or Clint
Eastwood? We haven't really seen these
characters in recent movies.
Last week, I wrote about how the
political climate influences films, and
the hero is no exception. Unpopular
wars are the biggest killer of the hero,
because people stop believing the hero
exists. Heroes played a huge role in
films during World War 11, and then the
hero died in the '60s and 70s because

8
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update

of the television classic

their weight, includingDwayne Johnson as Agent
23 andAlan Arkin as the Chief.
The movie evokes classic themes of Cold War
conflict, which was the center of the original

television show. The crew even shot on location

in Moscow for part of the film. The movie was
brought to life by the bumbling Smart and the
constant tribute to motifs that made the original
show such a success, thus tapping into the nostalgia of the older generation yet appealingto the
freshness of the younger one.
The two-disc special edition DVD of GetSmart
includes a decent melange of extras. The first
disc contains over 20 minutes of extra footage
and the second has five differentfeatures and a

of Vietnam. But the archetype remerged
in the 1986 film Die Hard, a very underrated film. Bruce Willis became the new
Western hero and the reference to John
Wayne is made many times in thefilm.
Thus, the action genre was created, and
the hero re-emerged. In the last couple
of years, however, the only new "heroes" I saw were a rich man dressing in
a metal suit and a few hundred Greeks
running around in their underwear.
Even in The Dark Knight, Lieutenant
Gordon said that Batman is not a hero. It
seems that Hollywood is writing off the
man (or woman) who comes in and saves
the day, only to ride off into the sunset
afterward. The only heroes in movies
now are superheroes, which compose
an exaggeratedform of fantasy. When
will the ordinary Joe come back and do
extraordinarythings in the name of helping his fellow man? Maybe he's too busy
plumbing. Unfortunately, all the ordinary
folks who are the protagonists in movies
have too many bad traits. Maybe our
society is slowly starting to stop believing that heroes do exist.

digital copy of the movie. The features on the
second disc include an inside look into shooting
on location in Moscow, a gag reel, a behind-thescenes look at the movie, a "linguistic lesson"
with Carell, and a mini preview for the related
short film Bruce and Lloyd Out of Control.
The deleted scenes and gag reel are unremarkable.The deleted scenes often prove to be
unnecessaryand not integral to the plot. The gag
reel is surprisingly not as funny asone might hope;
and the "linguistic lesson" hosted by Carell was a
mixtureof uncomfortableand funny in a pathetic
way - it features Carrell speaking nonsensein Italian, German, and American sign language.
Although some of the material and extras
were awkward, there were flickers of entertainment that exemplify just why the movie was so
popularin the first place, and these scenes often
include the interactionof the leads. Interesting
facets includea look at Hathaway's audition tape
when she read with Carellfor the first time. Many
doubted the young Hathaway would be mature
enough for the role, yet her remarkable, serious
take, contrasted with her surprising comedic
chops, was apparent on one of the very first
reads. This audition snatched the part awayfrom
many actresses who were eager to play spunky
Agent 99.
While the features have their bright moments,
theytruly shine when the inexplicablechemistry
between Carell and Hathaway is captured, and
thefunny moments do not appearforced. In these
moments, the appeal of the movie is summarily
justified,and the subtle humor shines as bright
as Moscow'sRed Square. So, save yourmoney and
buy the no thrillsadded disc. The specialfeatures
certainly won't leave you fighting to CONTROL
your laughter. A-

New This Week
Movies
1. Madagascar: Escape 2

Africa

2. \u25ba Soul Men
3. Role Models

DVDs
1. HellboyII
2. Star Wars: Clone Wars
3. Scrubs: Season 7

\u25baIn what unexpectedly concluded a bright comedic career,
Bernie Mac gives his final performance as a former soul backup
singeralongside the prolific Samuel L. Jackson. Both do theirown
musical and dance performances
as the two characters travel the
country in support of theirfamous
former bandleader.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

What does this mean? Are we too
pessimistic or are we realistic? Do we
feel like we don't need a hero, or are

we forgetting what a hero looks like?
Is this film trend bad or good? Will the
next flock of films represent a desperate look for a hero or an independence
from the character? Will we look up or

down to the protagonist? How will the
film world reflect our state of being as
a culture? The most exciting thing that
can happen is for a new genre to emerge
with a new form of a hero. Willis and
Wayne may be gone, but perhaps one
will step up to go above and beyond the
call of duty.

Food & Drink

Y

Drink

Up!

with

Claudia Huapaya

Skip the burger for this yummy BBQ

The Freedom Shot

a

freedom,

So let's get straight to the important stuff, the facts. He's a two-time Grammy
Awards winner. He took home the Best Spoken Word Album Award in 2006for Dreams
from My Father and 2008for The Audacity of Hope. He likes Scrabble and reads the
Harry Potter books (to his daughter Malia). I'm goingto try challenging him to a game
of Scrabulous or perhaps Cast a Spell on him via my two favorite Facebook apps; I'll
let you know how it goes. He doesn't like ice cream after working at Baskin-Robbins
as a teenager, though the chain now offers Whirl of Change in his honor, and Ben and
Jerry's has Cherries for Change. Apparently, he's not a huge fan of sweets, which is
my biggest problem with the newest prez.
This tasty shot is... wait for it... red, white, and blue! To get a more exact effect,
use a spoon. Turn the spoon upside down and place it in the shot glass. Pour over the
spoon first grenadine, then schnapps, then curacao. It will prevent the layers from
mixing and ruining the look of the shot. And of course, blue comes out on top.
Some other info on Barack: He was the first AfricanAmerican president of the Harvard Law Review, and his
sister, Maya, is half Indonesian and married to a ChineseCanadian. Now that's an American family! In honor of
our new president, raise your glass, and Drink Up!

I

mlA ounce grenadine
mIA ounce peach schnapps

?V2 ounce blue curacao

KatewThDips useau
This week I wanted to try something

radically different. Walking to our
destination for the evening, my friends and
I were followed by some pretty sketchy
individuals. So, an executive decision was
made to find a new location. Downtown
Boston was dead as we headed to Faneuil
Hall; then we turned the corner, and Sissy
X's was hopping. It was clear where we
were headed.
With questionable looks from the
OF
bouncer, we crossed the threshold and
found a table. The next step was to
head to the bar. While I love signature
drinks, nothing makes my smile wider than when the bartender utters the word
"special." After those words escaped his lips, I immediately ordered. Bud Light
might not be my favorite, but when it's cheap and cold, it can't be beat.
The beer was ice cold and delicious, but what made the evening, however,
happened on stage. My reaction to a group of 30-year-olds singing karaoke to
the Backstreet Boys' song "I Want it that Way" can't be captured in words.
Shockingly, they knew all the lyrics.
Not surprisingly, we joined in. My voice may be atrocious, but I love karaoke.
This might just be my new favorite bar, as it offers karaoke five nights a week.
It's always refreshing when you can watch Monday Night Football while hearing
"Stayin'Alive" blast from the speakers.
Aissy X's
"A
While Sissy X's caters to the 30-plus crowd, it has a
6
Commercial
St.
welcoming atmosphere with a comfy feel. Said best, it
Boston, MA 02109
is a dive bar, light on the dive. If you love to sing along
248-6511
\j6l7)
or are just looking for a great new hangout away from
you.
B+
Boston College, Sissy X's is the spot for
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By Sally Holmes
For The Heights

When you walk through the big woodendoorsof Roadhouse Craft Beer and BBQ,
you are immediately overwhelmed with the most glorious smell of sweet barbeque.
Whether or not you felt hungry during theride down the C line, your stomach
will be rumbling ferociously as soon as you walk into the shockingly red and black
building.
The interior looks like a family-stylepub, with a bar and high tables on one
side and long wooden tables and booths on the other. Large flat-screen TVs are
scattered around the room giving thefeel of a potential sports bar, if there was
an exciting enough game on. On a Tuesday night, however, the restaurant was
relatively empty - more than half of the tables were filled with families or collegeaged groups, but the standing room was completely open, and the second bar was
closed. Because of this lack of bodies, the restaurant felt a little stark. But for
the rumbling stomach, this was a positive thing; the hostess sat us immediately
and handed us each a one-page dinner menu and an extensive beer list, which we
began to study immediately. Roadhouse offers a large selection of beers including
40 draft craft brews on tap, which is only fitting as this restaurant is the younger
brother of Publik House down the street.
While still overwhelmed by the enticing smell that filled the room, my dinner
date and I were rather underwhelmed by the selection of appetizers on the menu.
We decided to try the barbeque shrimp appetizer to start, because it seemed to
be the most shareable and the least like most of the entrees offered. When it got
to the table I immediatelyregretted my decision to share, not because of the size,
but because it looked and smelled delicious. Large barbeque shrimp were laid over
soft pieces of cornbread and covered in a pink barbeque-y sauce, with a bit of a
"je ne sais quoi" factor. We devoured it and the fight of the century almost started
when my partner took what appeared to be the bigger piece of cornbread. I would
literally come back to Roadhouse simply for this appetizer.
For the main course I ordered the "Roadhouse Burger" and my companion had
the pulled-pork sandwich. The pulled pork was very tasty, especially for someone
who does not identify herself as a pulled-pork fan. The dish was kept simple, a
plain white bun filled with a hefty amount of pulled pork and a heaping plate of
fries. The burger disappointed in comparison. The "Roadhouse Burger," which the
waitress highly recommended, turned out to be a pretty plain-Jane burger and
fries. The burger, which I had ordered rare, came well-done. For a girl who likes
her burger still mooing, that was a sad moment. Thefries were good, of the thick,
potato-skin sort, but I couldn't get past the $10 burger that was merely OK.
The Roadhouse is a great place for a group of friends to get a sandwich and
beer (not a burger) and watch Sunday Night Football, or for a family to have a
casual meal. The next time I go to Roadhouse (and I will be going back) I'm going
to try the portobello sandwich, which I almost ordered instead of the burger. Or I
might just get two of the BBQ shrimp appetizers, because it's that good. B+
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Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9
grid. In each row there are 9 slots, some ofwhich
are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain
the numbers 1 to 9. You must follow these rules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3
box
The number should appear only once on row,

1 Defy authority
6 Reach over
10 Faucets
14 Honshu city
15 European
capital
16 Dispatched
Biblical-style
17 Kitchen tool
18 First felon
19 Taj Mahal site
20 Continental
abbr.
21 Obscure
23 Gibraltar

?

?

Sudoku Answers See Page 11

46 Least decorated
49 Swear, casually
50 Musical
compositions
54 Hardy's pal

,

57 Pear-shaped

instrument
58 Santa
CA
61 Guitar adjuncts,
briefly

62 College credit
64 Thespian

STANDOUT

4

out
(supplement)
5 Insect stage
6 Part of SSA

39

ARE THIS YEAR

35

_
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aj46
52

53

56
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7 Prayer book
8 The Greatest
9 Rubbish
10 Rulers before
11 Pond growth
12 Danger
13 Swings at flies
22 Unit of work
24 Samples
26 Fill an empty

I
We re Uhh...trying
to
about Barack

Obama here...

flat
28 Is in debt to
29
of the above

control

41 Letters on

cameras
44 Revealing
47 Pan-fries

.

I
I

Turn t v
n
°
for the answers.

48 Palindromic
pharaoh
50 Obliterate
51 MacDill AFB

53
55
59
60
63

52 Like some

constantly
65 Fraternity letter

location

bunks

Harrow parts
Stick 'em up!

Plane front
Liberal
Scold

_

7 ECONOMIC
WITH THE WORLD IN AN N KsO DID YOU GoY FULL
WITH THE FULL ] SEASON.
CRISIS, DO THEY
REALLY EXPECT US TO
PAY $100 A SEAT?
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31

73

7 T MUCH
CAN'T BELIEVE
NBA TICKETS

\

19

BBT

31 DDE's rival
33 Applied by pats
69 Otologist's focus 35 Swiftly
70 Ova
36 Arranged in |
71 Camouflages
columns
37 Ids'
DOWN
companions
1 Lasso
38 Solidifies
2 Biblical twin
40 Take back, as

3 Predator fish
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32 Is willing to
34 Makes clearer,

hopefully
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occasion
30 Collects bit by

66 On_ (without
guarantee)
67 Lion's pride
68 Storage place

stand up and

BBBB^

50

39 Makes beloved
42 AmOU nt Of OOZe
43 Driver's restraint
45 Wooden shoe

fs [9

115

17

27 Art stands
28 On a single
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passage
25 Noah's landfall
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"All right, which one of you just licked my face?"

Answersfrom previous page
CATBERT EVIL DIRECTOR
OFHUMANRESOURCES
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OUR JANITOR
RECENTLY PASSED
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"Leave a clamp or something in me.
I could really use the money."
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By Deanna Rakowsky

How many of you have heard of Louise Markey?
If you have, then you deserve an A-plus for your
fashion knowledge. If not, then you will soon
enough. Markey, a 27-year-old from Sydney's
inner west, is the hottest up-and-coming fledgling designer to watch. Before she was able to
successfully start her own label in April 2008,
Markey started off by obtaining a bachelor's in
design (fashion and textiles) from the University
of Technology Sydney in Australia. Following her
graduation, Markey moved to London in 2003 to
become a women's shirt designer for Burberry
London until her own label was kick-started.
During this time, she earned a master's in fashion
at Central Saint Martins in London. She was even
mentored in Milan by renowned fashion guru
Donatella Versace.

settling into her own niche in the fashion community quickly and is not going anywhere.
Specializing in luxury women's wear, Markey's
new label presents collections using bold colors

and geometrical shapes, while building each
piece for comfort and top quality. The collections are playful and quirky, yet stay true to
the appearance of high fashion. LF Markey is
currently split into two lines, the Principal Collection and the Basics Collection. The pieces of
the Principal Collection focus more on volume
and form, while the Basics Collection highlights
the fashion necessities with each season. With
the Basics Collection, Markey is currently trying
to find ways to reinvent the image and use of
the white T-shirt.
Each of Markey's silhouettes are seemingly
structured and tailored with precision, allowing

Markey earned a runner-up position in London the tone and hues of the vibrant color palettes to
Fashion Week's catwalk competition on Feb. stand out successfully. The collections are very
15. This competition allowed her a substantial contemporary and original, using architectural
amount of publicity for her new label, LF Markey, shapes. Some of the pieces incorporated into
which launched in London onlytwo months after her Principal Collection include tent-shaped
the competition. The competition was held durskirts in rich, electric colors, complementedby
ing the Central Saint Martins show. According to chic and solid-colored leggings in ivory, lemon,
News.com, Markey says,"The competitionwas or turquoise. Another highlight of Markey's colthe stepping stone which gave me exposure and lections is that every piece is eco-friendly. The
since then I've signed an agent who is taking garments are all created with natural cottons,
my collection to Paris and I'm about to confirm silks, and wools.
orders to Korea and Japan." Top fashion house
Thomas Pink has also shown interest in making
For more information about Louise Markey
Markey a staff designer. Markey is undeniably and her collections, visit www.lfmarkey.com.

Pop!9rBZZI:

All celebrity news seems trivial this week compared to
the history-making presidential election, but I will give it
a go anyway. This month Kate Winslet is appearing on the
cover of Vanity Fair to promote her upcoming film RevolutionaryRoad. Inside the magazine she discusses how
she still feels like the "fat kid" - and critics in her home
country are claiming that she still is. British newspaper
The Sun says "That magic airbrush has been at work
again." The Daily Mail and Daily Telegraph have both
gotten digital retouching experts to analyze the photos.
Winslet is not taking these accusations lightly. "Kate is
furious at suggestions that her body has been airbrushed,"
her spokesperson told People. "She is in terrific shape and
what you see is how she looks."
Hugh Hefner's ex-girlfriend, Holly Madison, opened
up to Extra about her recent split from the playboy.
Madison says that she is sad about her breakup but that
Hefner should have seen it coming. "I was unhappy for

...
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a long, time the signs were there. I was depressed for
a while." For those who watched Girls Next Door, the
biggest point of contention appeared to be Holly's desire
to get married, and she openly admits that. "I want to be
with somebody I can have more of a future with eventu-

In: ABC News
Out: NBC News

&inout

In: SIGGs
Out: Nalgenes
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The stars open up

By Meghan Thomsen

In: DJs
Out: Emo bands

12

Runway Diaries

"I have to retire just
because I have to do my
day job."

I - Tina Fey on retiring

her
Sarah Palm imitation as the
election comes to an end

'

ally. Hef and I can't get married and have kids, so it was
fun while it lasted." Madison also reveals that she has
not been kicked out of the mansion. She has been living
in the guest house while her apartment is being finished.
Madison did manage to get in a couple of digs at her old
boyfriend. (And by old, I mean former, not senile). "It
might be refreshing to date someone who is not highmaintenance. Sorry, Hef, you know you're high-maintenance."
Angelina Jolie opened up to Harper's Bazaar about the
roles she has chosen and explained them to her children.
Jolie admits she only chooses characters that she would
like to meet. "The type of woman where I think, even
if it's silly characters I've played, like in Tomb Raider,
there's something about her that will be fun for my
daughters to see one day." Jolie admits that the family
does not take violence and death lightly. Angelina and
Brad explain that there is "real death and violence in
the world." Sounds like a blast. I'll stick to the Disney
princess classics.

"And they said, 'The [next
episode] is your last, which
is the one that airs this
Thursday. So it was very
I sudden. "

- Brooke Smith on being
kicked off Grey's Anatomy
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